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Embodying the principles of thin-walled cellular design, a prototype
composite aluminum and concrete.n~ghway bridge,was designed to carryAASHO
H15-44 loading ,and .fabricated,by the,Fairchild Engineand,Airplane:Corporation.
The completed five-cell, 50-foot long, two-lane test ,span :was
erected at a site on ,the Lehigh ,University campus and underwent a ,test program
designed to evaluate ,the· following:
(1) behavior under static load
(2) ability to withstand ,an.ant~cipated lifetimeof,load
repe ti tions
(3) ultimate strength,of,the structure.
• This paper presents a detailed ,account of the completed ,test program,the
results obtained therefrom, and a comparlsonof those results with "the behavior
predicted by. the des~gn.
~~~ structure.withstood .over 1,250,000 cycles of load producing
!
from 1QO% to 150% of design live plus impact-bending .. moment, and 200,000 cycles
of 125% of design live pl~s impact bending,moment.applied .eccentrically,
Mithout any evidence of distress. There was close ,correlation between theoretical
andexperimen~al.resultsunder static load .
. Final failure of the ;structure occuredat a' load producing ,a moment
1 more ·than eight .times the design plus impact bending moment, and a cor;responding
•










.3.. Test .Program - General
.8. DESCRIPTION OF TESTS
1. Bridge
a. Fabrication .andEr~ction of Aluminum Structure
b:~" Description of Aluminum Structure





































a ... Assumptions and Thl;lory
.b.· Application to .Test~Span
c. Predicted.Shear.F1ows for~HO,Loading
.4.. End "F-r-ame·--Anal·ys is
5. Predicted Tempera~ure.Behavior
6. Predicted. Behavior under Test·Loading
a. Comparison of .AAS,HOLoading and Test Condition
.b. .PredictedTest Behavior
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\1;. Deflections
2. .Bendin.g St-r-es-ses ·and -Str-ains
a. Top Flange
.b. Bot tom Flange
c .. Webs
d.. Comparison ofStr-ainsatthe Quarter .Point.:Cr~Section
.3 . Shear . St·r-esaesand.Strains
4. Centerline and.End.Frames



















E. DJSCUSSION OF RES~~~
L Dead Load Effects












. i'. . SUMMARY·-AND CONCLUSIONS
•
1 . Dead ·Load·




d. Centerline and End .Frames
e .. Destruction Tests
f. Temperature
g, Natural Frequency
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Backed with the experience of producing efficient'lightweight
.structures such as aircraft, the'F~irchUdKinet:icsDivision of.. Fairchild
, -Engine and Airplane Corporation investi.gaU:d the feasibility of designing
and .fabricating an aluminum alloy highwa.y.bri.dge s'tructure embodying the
advantages andefficie~cy of semi-monocoque airframe ,construction. As compared
.to a conventional. bridge structure, the following ,advantages of this" const~uction
could be found:
(a) Deadweight stresses would'be reduced.
(b) Abutments, footings, or end supports could be of lighter
construction.
(c) Transportation costs from the point of 'fabricationto
the erection site.would be less.
(d) Er~ction costs.would be less.
(e) Maintenance costs after erection would .be reduced.
The result of the Fairchild investigation was a prototype composite
aluminum and concrete two-lane fifty~· foot .span designated the ."Fairchild
Aluminum Bridge. II The.basic structural components of this span were a. tension
'.flange composed of bottom.plating and extrusions; compression flange composed
of top plating, ext~usions, and concrete deck; and shear webs composed of six
diagonal plates .
Designed with .the assistance of the Bureau of Public Roads, in






.. ~pecifications (1.~ and _the American. Society of .CivilEngineers Specifications(2)
" for the alloy used,.the.test bridge ,was fabricated at the.FairchildPlant
in.Hagerstown, Maryland, and .erectedon the .LehighUniversity.. Campus test
.site in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
2. Purposes and Scope
To fully evaluate.the str~ctural performanceand.adequacy of the
.structure under serv~ce.conditions,.the.bridge,wasinstrumented .to record
deflections and.strains due.to applied loads and .then.subj~cted.to static and
dynamic load conditions simulating an above-normal lifespan.
The primary purposes of ~this test.programwere as follows:
(a) Observe deflection behavior and.obtain.a stress or strain
distribution due.to applied .loads to enable.comparison
..bet;ween .predicted .and .actu,al behavior.
(b) Determine capability of· the ,structure .~o withstand.cyclic
loadings in .. excess of ..magni tude and .number of .repetitio~s
anticipated .inanormal.life span.
(c) Determine.the ultimate.static strength.Qf·the structure.








The ~eststructure.was subjected to 13 static tests and a dynamic
test program .summarizedas follows:
(a) 250,000 cycles at .design.live load plus impactmoment,.MLL
(b) 250,000 cycles at 125% MLL
(c) 753,000 cycles at l50%MLL
(d) 200,000 cycles at 1~5%MLL.withloadappliedeccentric4llyfor
a torsional moment .equalto 6,220,000 in-lb.
B. DESCRIPTIONQF TESTS
1. Bridge
4. Fabrication .andErection ,of ,Aluminum Structure
.The aluminum substructure ,was fabricated .at t~e Hagerstown, Maryland
plant of.theFairchild.Engine.andAirplane.Corporation..One of the final steps
prior to.shipm7nt :was the mating ,of t~ecomponent.partson sp~cial jigs to
insure.a proper ,fit at the erection site (Figure 1) .. Five 'basic subassembli~s,
consisting of .t~ree triangular beams and two bottom plates, were then.:;:
tran.sported.by, truck from.Hagerstown .to the final assembly area and test site
on the ,Lepigh. University Campus (Figure 2).
The erection sequenc~ ,was completed ,in .two days as follqws:
(1) Mating,of.twotriangles ando~e bottom .plate.to form the
first unit placed on ,the .end supports (Figure·3).
(Zr Placing ,of. the second bottom plate.
(3) Placing.of the third triangular beam.
(4) Completion ,of the field .bolting.
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Steps (1) to (3) were.completed.the first day and.step (4) was completed.the
following .day.
The·completed .structure assembled 11,360 lbs. of606l-T6 aluminum
alloy extrusion.and plating.into a five cell, semi-monocoquebridge.
:Withthe.later addition of a .ligqtweight concrete deck, the
composite.aluminumand concrete.structure placed a 24-foot wide.roadway over
a·50-foot clear span (Figure .4).




.Te~~ioniflange.material was composed of two 0.125-inchplates, three
channel .extrusio~s (at the bottom apex of the triangular beams), and four
extruded .bulbed T-sections (Figure 5) .. Six shear webs, forming .the45-degree
inclined sides of the five ,cells, were made of O.08l-inchplate. All.shear
. i
.webs and bottom plates had bulb angle transverse stiffeners to prevent
;buckling_due to.shear loads.
At .the top of each shear. web was an extrusion conunonto both .. the
:web and O.08~-inchtop platewhicq. completed the triangular S~CtiOI~S (Figure 5).
At the upper jun~ture of the.center and outer beams these extrusions were .
.designed to i~terlock,thus joining the.three :beams into one integral unit. The
outer edges of the ,two outside beams were 1 V2-inches below the highpoint ·of
.the ,center beam, providing a transverse camber in the roadway •
.Attached .to the .toP. O.08l-i~chplate,running,transversly to the
longitudi~albridgeaxis, and.spanning between extrusions was thecorrug~~ed
aluminumd~cking :which later. served as the bottom form for. the concrete deck
(Figure 6).
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to insure composite beam action and prevent uplift .of.tb,e.concrete.slab.
Approximately two feet. from .eachendof the :bridge, attacb,ed. to. the ·top
sheeting andext~nding.up into .the.concrete deck, was placed a channel.section
called .a~herma~:beam (Figure. 6) designed. to react .the .I:!tr'esses induced.by a
temperature change ,causing unequalexpansion.of the aluminum and concrete.
At the ends of the :three triangular beams, attacb,edtd.the. webs,
,
were frames composed of two. channel sections .and a D.l2S-inch.doubler plate
which transmittedthe.applied .loads to .t~e footings (Figure.6) •. Light
.intermediat~.frames (spaced five .feet center to center) divided the webs into
panels of equal .length•
.Assembly of the extrusion .andplate.materialin.to three triangular
beams and. two bottom.sheetswas done in .. the fabrication plant '\lsing cold-driven
rivets. Field erection was completed wi th,the \lse of standard nuts and bolts
and co~r~ial~~ype lockbolts.
The entire :struct\lrewas placed on oil-impregnated .bronze.bearing
.pads. The.blocks atthe·west.end of the:span were:restrained from ·horizontal
movement butpermitted.rotation.due to bending. The blocks at.theeast.end
.of .the.span ,were free.to slide horizontallY,and also permitted bending
rotation. .After completion.of Tests 1 through8a , it :was necessary. torepl~ce
II
.each .bronze p~d .at .t~e . free end wi tha .nes t of s~~en 3/4-inch rollers due to




The concrete used .for the deck embodied a slag aggregate (commercially
. known as Waylite) whose.lighll;weight.helpedtQ minimize the stresses in the
aluminum ·due to deadweight of the structure, . T~e· d~ck extended 5-718 inches
above the.top of the.2-l/2-inch .deep corrugations. All .steelreinfo~cingbars
.were.pl~cedabove.thecorrugations.and.separated.fromthealuminum.by
insulation. (Figure 7 shows.the.steel inplace.before.the insulation.was
inserted.).. A nine-inch can.t:i.lever. extended over the .edge of. the outer triangular
beams to complete the full.24-foot width of roadway. (Figure 7b),
. The need for any external supportofthe.forltlworkduring.the
.pouring of the concrete deck .was elimi.n.ated by bolting ,the ,wooden .. sideforms
dir~ctly to the top outer edges of the aluminum beams (Fi.gure.7b),
. .
. 2. Test.Program (Table 1)
To achieve the purposes outlined J.n .the introduction, the test
program.was designed.to check.the structure ,statically before and.after each
.series of dynamicload.applications, Thus, any damageorchangein.strain
distri.butionwithin .. the .structurecouldbe detected,I - . I. .' -
The ,completed series of 18 s taUe and.dynB.In:ie tes ts applied .. to tlte ..··
structure is summarized.in Table 1. . In addition to these tests, three imp~ct
.loadings.were.applied .to the .span.to determine the naturalfrequen.cy of
.. the. s truc ture.
A traffic study anda.nalysis (3) made .from ,Bureau .of Public Roa4s






.life of a Class I span. Allowing.for possible errors in .prediction,itwas
determined that 1,500,000 cycles of repeti Live load.ing should be applied to· the
test span, including allowa.ncesfoJI:' 25% .and.50% overload conditions •
. The static testi.ng procedure allowed ohservation of .changes within
the span due to temperat.ure variation during .theperiod of each.static test •.
Also, .continuous deflection measurements were. rec:ordedfrom.September 8. to
November 6, 1958, under no-load.conditions. Strain observations under no
external .loading of the span were made QnNovember 6.
·3 •. Test .Procedures
.a. Static Tests (except destruction Tests 17 and 18)
To eliminate the.effects of temperature, three readings.were made
to determine the effects of one load ~ncrement~
(1).. Readings of all gages.with no load on .span
(~). Readings of all gages with span loaded
(3)... Fi.nalreadings wlth span aga:in completely unloaded.
Averaging of the loading and unloading '~ncrements eliminated ( or
minimized) temperature effects on· the gages. . To check the accuracy of. the
method, .one test (6N) was run durin.g .the night, a .period oismall temperat.ure
changes,.andrepeated (6D) over a n.orma1 daytime vadation of 10 to 15 degrees.






b. Destruction Tests 17 and .18
.Because the m.ethodof .10adi,ng.thespan.was altered (dead.weight
was placed directly on the deck) . for. these ffna1. tests,. it.was impractical
.to completely unload. the span after each load .increment. . The .10.ad-ing
sequence, ._ therefore, ,was as out1:i,ned .in. Ta.ble .2.
c. Dyna.Dlic. Tes ts
All.dyn~cloads had_to.becompensated.fo~theinertia.effects
of.the span•. To insure that·tneproper magnitude of load. was being applied
to the span during repetitive loading,. themaximumdeflec tion under dynam!c
load. was· kept equal . to the deflect;iono·btai,ned. for. the desired loadwhen
applied. statically•. The minimum load was kept at approximately 10%.of the
.maximum .appliedload.
d•. ~atural.Frequency
By dropping a weight .on .. thedeck .of .the .span .anda1Jtomatically
recording the instantaneous deflections, it __ was possible to determine the
freq~ency of .response for.the.structure.
e •. Temperature
,This portion of .the .test .program was li~ted.~o observation of
.the.behavior of the' span .due to variations of .the.ambient.air.temperature.
4•. Method of Load Application
..a•. Loadi,ng .Beams (Figures 4 and.B)
-B
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.bearing against.transverse loading beamswhich.applied the loads concentrically
I
ineach..12-foot ·traffic lane. . Each beam acted .against .the .deck . through two 13"
X 26" steel.bearingpads,.6-feet center.to center,. designed to. simulate the
rear axle tire spaci,ng ,of an .H15-44 .. truck,(Figure .8) .
.For theeccentric.sta.ti,c and dynamic load.tests,.a jackcwas placed
3 .feet on each .side of one traffic lane cente:rlline", . to produce one-lane
10ading.(Figure8) .
b. Test Equipment
Following is a brief .description of .the Amsler hydraul:i.c equipment
used· for . the testing of the span:
(1). Hydraulic Jacks
. For all .except. the last .three.static tests, two .hydraulic jacks
with .acapaci~y of ·55,000 poun4s each...wereused to apply loads to the ·span.
~ximum dynamic stroke for these jacks is 0.88:in•.. For the last three
. stat!ctests,. two hydraulic jacks with a capacity of .200 ,000 poun4s each
were used. All jacks have a.maximum .stat~c stroke of.five i~ches •
. Connected, with .a suitable .oil delivery. unit, the jacks produce load
hydraulically. through~a precision-machined lapped.ram ~or packless piston).
I Due ,to the very low friction losses, oil pressure at the jack is used as an
accurate.measure of.the ,load. Spherical sea,ting,at.bothen4s of the jack






For cyclic load tests each jack:was connectedhydraul~cally.to
a pulsator. The.two required pulsators,were;conn~ctedin parallel to i~sure
.equality of magnitude and sYn.chronizationo£ ,load application•. Basically
these units.cons~st ·0£ a pump.whi:-chproduces a constant load in ,a pressure
.cylinder and.a ,piston ,in .this ,cylinder having an .adjustablestroke
(through_a mechanical linkage) to produce a sinusoidal variation o£ the
.pressure in ·thecylinder and subsequently in the jac~s.Maximumand.minimum
.pressures .were .measured directly at the piston ,0£ ,one jack and. read .at gages
mounted on the .pulsator. Oynamic loading.wlis applied at . the rate o£. 250
cycles per minute.
(3) Pendulum,Dynamometer
The final series o£three ;static tests was completed with the use o£
. the .200,000 poundcapaci ty jacks connected to a pendulum dynamometer. . The;
~ynamometerbasically contains a hydraulic pumping.unit and.a s~parate load
measuring system.
Oil is pumped £rom .thedynamometer through .onesmall-diameter
p:cpeline to a distributor::where two lines then .brancli..~o the two jacks.
,Hydraulic pressure in ,the distributor also acts on a measuring ,piston ( in
,the .dynamometer) which ,.activates the .pendulum. ,The swing ,0£ ·the .pendulum
is proportional to the distributor pressure:wh~chin.turnisa measure ,0£ the
.load.in the jacks. ,The jack load is read.directly on,a.largedial ,on the£ront
of .,thedynamometer.
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The hydraulic jacks were suspended from cross beams bolted to the
tops of two frames. The.~wo frames were placed three feet on each side of
the transverse centerline of the bridge permitting .load application .directly
at.the centerline.
The reaction system .consisted of the dead weight of the frame,
.frame .footings, and steel.slabs on .the frame and footings.
d. Dead.Weight (Figure ,9)
For the last series of static tests (17 and 18) t~e.magnitude of
load. required .for failure exceeded the capacity of the test equipment,
necessitating the use of dead weight placed on the deck ofthe.bridge .
Steel.slabs with_an a'pproximate 6" X 36 11 cross section and varied lengths
were piledon.the deck symmetr~cally to the transverse centerline. The
.weight of these slabs varied from 2-1/2 to 4 tons each.
5. Instrumentation
To fully evaluate the behavior of the.structure under an applied
normal force at the .centerline,. the instrumentation was designed to define
.the .strains (1) at. the .centerlipe due. to the application .of this normal
force and induced bending; (2) at the quarter polnt due to.bendingandshear;
and (3) at· the end.. frames or ,r.eaction .points •. Deflectiqns of the structure
.were.r~corded py taking measurements at·the centerline and quarter poi~t•
. Instrumentation used for the .observation .of the magnitude of.the strains
due to temp~rature.changes is a~so included in this section. Because of
.,
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symmetry'. of the .test ..structttre.andapplied load, !U9stmeas1,lrements were
.made ontheeast·hal,f of the bridge only.
a •. Static Testing
(1) StrainMeasure~ents
All aluminum strain measurements. were .madewithres~.stance. type
SR-4. electrical .straingages bon,de.d. to the metal.surface (Figure 10·). A
strainometer. alsoan.electrical resi.staflce type gage, wa.s used to measure
internal concrete strains .. On the:con.crete deck, surface.strainswere
measufed. with.a mechanic.alWhittemore gage' over a lO-inchgage length.




At. Station.25. bending. strai.ns .were ·determined .by placing .one gage
on each .of .the .seven .main .longi tudinalmembers A. through.G. ,'1'0 determine
the action of the transverse eente.rline frame in . the distribution .of .1Qad
within .the structure, two gages were placed on .eachof the.frame members
in the three triangular.beams. Centerline gaging is. shown in Figure 11 .
At.Station .. 22a strainometer.was p~acedatmid-height.between
.the top and .bottom .steel reinforcing.. to determine themagni tude of the
.internal concrete strains. At.Station 23 onthe.longitudin.al.centerline
.and4.and8 feet on each si.de of .this .centerline,. Whittemore strain gage
readings:were.taken. to determinethe.concretesurfacestrains. These
gages were offset from the.transverse.centerline to minimize the local
eff~cts at.the~point of load application. Figure 12 shows the location
of the strain gages for the d~ck.
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.At'Station 12 + 6 bending strains were again determined by gaging
•
the seven main longitudinal members.A through.G..At the same·station at
the center of each of three top plates Be, CD, and DE and at four points on
.thebottom plates AG and GF were placed 450 .rosettes to measure bending .and
shear strains. Uni-directionalgages were placed in line with the bottom
.sheet .rosettes on the top and bottom of each sheetAG .andGF to detect
transverse bending of the sheets. Rosettes were also placed at the.center
of panel.10 - lS to measure ·shear strains, Internalco~cretestrains.were
. again measured with.a strainometer buried at mid-height of the deck. Quarter
point gag~ngis shown in. Figure 13.
~,t .. StationO t;wo cross sections at· the third points of each ..of the
six diagonal members of the end.frame·were investigated by placing ,one strain
• gage on each ,channel and onestrain.gage on the doubler. He~ce, a.transfer
of the load froIl1. the ,web into. the end frame and .. then. to the end support could
be determined.
Preli~nary investigation of test.data after.Test 15.revealed.the
desirability of discontinuing :strainreadin~s in,areas.whichcould.no longer
yield .any more valuable information, andcomple.menting. :selected .existing .strain
gages to further define.the·behavior of the structure during the final phase
of testing. Therefore, the following changes in instrumentation.were made:
1. Readings were ·discontinued on 18 strain .gages mounted on the
transverse centerline frame.be~ausethiswas a .non-critical area,
2. Because the action of the end .frame~was defined and found to
be.consistent tb.roughearlier static tests, the ·12strain gages on.thechanne+s
at the upper .cross section were also. discontinued.
f
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3.. Transverse.bending ;of.th~ bottom sheetat.theoquarter point
• ..was found to be negligible, eliminating ,the need for these .four gages.
-14
4. To define .morecompletely the vertic.alstraindistribution .due
to bending at the quarter point cross section, three additio~al gages were
.placed .to .measure bending strains at .points one-si.xt.h, one-third, and
th,ree-fourths of· the height of each web. ,From the. total of .fqtir gages then'
on each web, a.better p~cture of ,the ver.tical .straindistribution was obtained.
(2) Deflections
Deflection .of the .span due to. applied load.were .measured wi thdial
gages under the.three main.longitudinal .members at.the ;cen~erlin.e (Station 25)
~
and the.quarter point (Station 12 +6). To ,check the dial deflectioqs and
.to determine any relative .deflection.between tqe deck and . tension members,
,scales were placed ,on the deck at the centerline,. quarter poi.nt"and.over the
end .supports. These scales.,were. readagains ta fixed. reference wi than
engineer's level.
After Test 15 additional.dial gages were placed.to,measure.settlement
of· the :end.supports under applied load. As a safety IIleasure at. the high loads
of the final tests, deflections were.measured only at.theoutside longitudinal
extr!usions. . Due to the placing, of dead weight on the deck for. the final. tests
the deflection scales being.used at.the centerline became inaccessible; as
.were.the:Whittemore gage points at.Station 23.
.. (3) End.Movement
Dial gages .were used to measure.the horizontal movement of.the free






and the relative ~ovement between ,the concrete deck and ,top longitudinalmem~er
,C. After Test.1S another dial gage was placed .at the opposite end.of
,member .C .
. b. Dynamic Testing
.During all dynamic load tests maximum centerline deflections under
the'north a~dso~th extrusio~s were measured with slip gages, a mechanical
device employing a dial .gage to record maximum downward movement (Figure 14).
At intervals du:r:ing .onedynamic test ,in which load was applied eccentrically
to the ,span, a record of centerline deflections and strains in the t4ree
bottom longitudi~al extrusions was made with ,a six channel ,Brush recorder.
c. Natural,Frequency
The instantaneous .centerline ,deflection of the.span due to a
sudden~y applied load was automatically recorded on onecha~nel of a Brush
recorder. A transd~cer (p~ctur~d on ,the right of.Figure,14) was used ,to
convert deflections into electrical impulses which ,were recorded on the ~ving
tape of the Brush equipment.
d. . 'l;emperature
,To get an indication of, the, temperature distribution wi thin, the
span, temperature measuring,devices·were placed on the bridge. ,Bottom sheet
.temperature.was ~easured.at .the centerline of the span with ,a surface
thermometer, recordings being ,made at each_load interval during stat~c testing .
Buried in the concrete of the 4eck .at the centerline and each quarter point
along the longitudinal bridge axis were three electrical temperature gag~s .
. A seven day automatic recorder maintained.a continuous record of the ambient
air temperature at ,the bridge site.
275.1
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.Ini tial .observations indicated the need for additional. temperature
.....
gages within the cells of tQe span. Five electrical resistance type gages
were bond~d.to the aluminum on.the top sheet, interior.webs, and.bottomsheet .
.For one sixty day period deflections.were measured at the .centerline
andquart~r point due to temperat~rechangesonly. This tempe~ature study
.was carried one step further by placing :seven.electr~cal. temperature-
compensated .strain gages on the span opposite existing gages and comparing
responses to temperature variations.
C. THEORETICALANALYSIS
The following .is a brief .summary of the theoretical analysis used
by Fairchild Engine .andAirplane Corporation.(4)
1. Section Properties
.a. Basic ~sumptions
The following assumptions and considerations were used to determine
the'eff~ctive areas ofthe:cross section for the span .without.theslab:
(1) Bending .stresses are carried by. the top and bottom.plating
and.longitudinalextrusions. The cross section was divided.into .elements
havinga22 1/2 inch horizontal projection whose contributions .were,summedto
determine the section properties .. (See Figure .15).
r(2) .Upper plating was restrained against buckling ,at approximately
4-inchint~rvals ~y,the.deck :corrugations and was, therefore, consi4ered
fully activ~ in compression.
(3) . Because of :the.:high ratio o'f flange to ,web areas, only 0.50
square inches of each web ,was .considered .effective in resisting ,bending.
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.In.determining.the areas of the cross sectionof.the.composite aluminum
....
and ,concrete .QX:idge, the following .,additional considerations .were used;
(1) Modu~ar.ratio of .aluminum to, concrete:was taken as· 3 for
all calculations.
(2) Eff~ctive.slab,thickness.wasassumed to be 5 l/2-inches,
the clear depth of .concrete from .the deck.surfaceto the.top of.the 2-1/2 inch
corruga tions:
(3) Governed .by AASHO.Specifications, t1l,eeff~ctive.concrete.slab
width on each side of the top longitudinale~trusioIl.s.wastaken as 6.times
the.effective.slabthickness.
(4) . The influence of the l?teel .reinforcing"bars.was neglected.
. b•. Calculation of Section .. Properties
(1) . Equivalent.slab areas
·Based ,on ..previously outlined assumptions and ,condition~ the total'
eff~ctive .slab width:was
6 .x.~ 1/2" =33 in.
on ·.each side .of. f;WO center extrusions C and.D .and .onel;lideofouter. extrusio[ls
.Band ..E. for atotal.width (including. the 9-i[lch cantilever at· the .outer edge
of the deck) of
'6 x 33" +.·2.x 9" = 216 in.
Therefore, the. total .effective ..slab area
Aeff ='216" x 5 1/2" = 1188 in2 .






This 'gives an equivalent aluminum plate.thickness for the ,concrete deck ·across
the .top ofthe.span
396 in2 .=-1.47 in .
.t e = 270" width
Adding,to this theO.081-inch top plate, thedeck:was taken ..as 1.55 inches
thick .at a centroidalheight of 5 1/4 inches above the upper aluminum
extrusion;;.
(2) Geometric Properties
The preliminary calculations of the section properties are
presented in Tabtes 3 and 4 and Figure 15. Following are the final
calculations:
:Without Slab - Section subjected .to bending.about.horizontal
X-axis only.
Atotal = 86.99 in2
. 1 t 3
z = .~.= 189' = 21.82 in.
Atotal 86.99
Ix =1:A.z2 - Atotal Z2\.= 85,400 - 86.99(21 ..82)2 = 44,000 in4
.. WithSlab
A .= 483.1 in2
.. total
- = 22023.~= 45.59 in
z 483.1
.Ix =I:.A ~2 - Atotal.z2 = 1.106,700 - 483.1 (45.59)2 ;:::-/~~C:~;£
,I z =~A x2 .= 2.898.200 in4
.2. Bending.Ana1ysis - AASHO.Loading
.a. . Dead. Load
·Dead.Load deflection and stresses.werecausedby the.weightof the
.'.' .:~~:' ; .:: : !) ••
. \... "\ .::; .
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•
span and the wet concrete. immediately after pouring. The dead weight for a
•
complete 50 foot span was estimated as follows:'





This weight.· divided by a bridge length ..of 51.15 ft. produced
a fig~e of 2200 Ib/ft or 183 lb/in which was used for calculations.
..
•
The loading condition was as follows:
Dead:Weight = 183.3 lb/in
1------'--*-·-_C_'_'__1 _4...-_---.' *__+__'_1




8.25 x 106 in-lb
---::....:...=.:::..-.:~.
(1). Predicted Deflection (Dead Load)
5 =. SwL4 = 5 x 183.3 x (600)4= 0.664"
38~ E Ix .384.x 10.6 x 106 x 44,000
..6 ..
•
Where 5 = centerline deflection
Ix = moment of inertia of span .withoutroa4war slab •




(2) Predicted Bending .S.~resses (Dead Load)
•
Top aluminum extrusions in compression:
f = Me
I




M c .8.25 x 106 .x 21.82 = 4091 .psi
f= . I ,44,000
b. Live.Load
Based on an H15-44AASHD loadi.ng, the maximum' live load.moment
qecurswhen the design vehicle is on the span .in,the following ,position:
.Truck post tion for
'. maximum lane loading'
)4K~ R"'aryFront ~.\. ~













: = 28.• 57% '
where
,...
'1 = impact· factor as per.cent :oflive . load moment
L= length of span in.feet.
..
Ther'efore, the , totallive..load plus impactmom~nt.for two lanes
MLL = 14,370 1bsx.279 inx 2.x 1.2857 '
MLL ,=10,313,OOO in-lb.
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I~/l1~_
lave Load plus Imp~ct
.Moment.Diagramat
.Design.Loads
Maximum.shear load, as dictated by the specification, is to be placed
•
.directly over the support:with the magnitude
Vz =.31,500 lbs x 1.2857 impact x .2 lanes = 81,000 lbs
(l)!.:.. ..Predic·t(;d .Ddlr.:.ct:i;or!13·.(Live: Load)
. Specifications require de~lection to be computed for a uniformly
distributed live load .and·a concenterated load .at .the center. ,Therefore, the
deflection due.to live load plus impact is:
?
[
4o = 5 w L
:384 E ·Ix
.Substitution of the .following values
w = 80 lb per in
·L, = 600 in
.E = 10.6 x 106 psi
yields
o = 0.3032".
+ P 'L3 ] [1 + I ]48 g-1
x
.Ix = 102,664in4
P = 27,000 lbs
1.= 28.57% (Impact factor)
*
(2)<~.P:::-e::ic ted::" BgEUiiJ.g . S tress8s··(Live:Load)
Maximum tensile.stresses in bottom aluminum extrusions:
f = M c
I





.The top aluminum extrusions are located 0.589 in. f~om .the neutral
axis, therefore stresses .would be negligible.










.a. Assumptions and Theory
(I):. All assumptions associated with the elastic bending of a
statically determinate open cross section, such as Hooke's Law and plaIJ,~_ cross
sections remain plane after be:nding, apply to this analysis. The equation for
normal.bending stress and the equation for shear stresses due to bending can
be applied. These equations are:
·Bending stresses f =





The equation for shearing stresses is more .conveniently used if
the concept of.shear flow (q), shear force per unit length, is introduced:
,
q = ":t = v Q
I
(2). Consider nextthe.closed.tube of arbitrary cross section, where
.the.ratio of .cross-sectional area of material to the. area enclosed by the
perimeter is small, subjected to a pure torsional .moment as illustrated.
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•
T = externally applied torsional
moment
rt = distance to tangent at a
point on the circumfere~ce
ds = elemental length of th~ckness t.
~ = shear stress, uniform across
thickness t~,·
To maintain internal equilibriu~, the.shear flow, q, around the
constant; and for equilibrium of the cross section:
'I =','[ t fr ~ .ds
ds = lAo = twice the area enclosed by the.section
..
cross section must be
whereJrt
.or ' T = t,"I"?A •. . ,,~, '[ = T
t2Ao
•
To.establish the energy relationships for the section, a .small





where ~.'? shear strain
'.G ... = shear modulus of elasticity
;,\i ~ ..= 1/2'[ .... dV
.. 1 .








Subsituting the value for • .in the equation for the il'!-ternal energy













a = angle of ~wist
Equating·theexternal .andinternalenergy:
U "'-U'·e 1,
_1_ ·ra '=..J:....-j '1'2
.2 . .2 G
Substituting
'f t = q and T = qUo
then
f 2 2t .ds '= _1_ 'I' t.2G ds·t




b. Application to Test.Span
=ztf
Shear analyses of.thetest span are made .for unit ,shears of 10,000
lbs applied vertically (Vz) and.horizontally (Vx ), and a torsional moment (T)




The vertical axis of the cross section is an.axis of symmetry;
.• J_ , ••. ' 1:)' ,.
theref~re, bend~ng is about a principal ax~~.
. ,. f
, J' , t
(2) . Effective bending. resistance in .the flange is considered to be
concen,t:rated ,at the centroids".o,f, the elements as shown .in .Figure 15.
Thus thesheet.materialbe~ween centroids of flange elemen~s is assumed .to be




The ·structure is first theoretically cutin.such a manner as to make
•
it .statically determinate. This permits calculation of statically determinate
.shear flows due to bending .only, from the equation.
q = v Q ,
I
where'V is the unit load causing bending ,about an ,axis of the cross. section




The shear flows within elemental areas are:
q'~ ..:i.-. A c
I
where ·A = elemental areas;
These ,values are .calculated i.n Tables 5., 6, and 7 for the various loading
condition~ on .the bridge with and without the slab.
For.each cut made .to make thestructure.statically determinate,
a,redundant.shear flow must be introduced to.restore contindity .





·to each of the five.cells yields
Cell: 1: .2 'Al G .91 =L~lql
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the following set of simultaneous equations:
+ qz + L ~lq
web .. AC
Cell 2:
-!- qz ---£-- ql-
t Z " t
web·AC
j
_£- q3 + ..~;.!:£ q
t . ~ t~ .
web GC
Cell 3: Z ~3 G·~ =L t q3 - + ~Z -
'J web -GC




.Cell S: 2 ·AS,G,'~.. S = ~ ....L ~S - -!- ~4 +.~....L q'L . ts t L t.S'
·web. DF




For bending about X-axis, no twisting ,of cells:
. For an applied.torsional moment,.nobending:
."
(3) For bending about the vertical (Z) axis
The following .are .unit .solutions for five separate loading
conditions of the span, with Jl.Ud without .thedeck .slab:
(1). Bridge,Without:Slab
Unit.vertica1.shear: Vz = 10,000 lb .










... 86,621. 2 := °
G'-A
15,068.2 =°
,Tabulated ,calculations are,giyen.in Tabl.e ·5.
/I~-e-1'1 "q-c A-I3-C
2682.46 ql 785.67 q2+ 35 ,SOO. 6 0:: 0,
C·j;)-~-C c- ~ G of) :C- fj
,2682.46 CJ3 - 785.~7 q2 - 785.67' CJ4 - 78,~62·= °
j)-E-/'-/) /)-,F i)-f-F
2682.46' q5 - 785.67 q4 - 303,385 .= °
.'p-F-C-j) j)-G .i)-F·
, [(2291.34,q4 - 785.67 q3 - 785.67 q5
. ,
, /l-C-~-A" 4-C C-&














Unit.torsionalmoment: ,T = 1,000,000 in-lb
.Statically determinate shear flows :q.. = 0\
, Angle of twist: : 00 '1=0
·2 :Al G91 '= '26~.46 ql 785. 67Q2
'.2-~3 G93 =,2682.46 q3 785.67 q2 - 785.67~
.2 A5 .G 9 5 ~ .2682.46 q5 - 785.67.~
..2 A4 G' '~4 = 2291. 3444 785.67 ,Q3 785.67 q5
:2 ":2 ,G 9 2 =.2291. 34Q2 - 785.67'ql - 785.67 Q3
1,000,000 =2 .A1 (ql +~2 + ;q3 .+ .CJ4"+ q5J
.Redundant shear flows are computed.to.be:
•.,
ql = Q5 .= 38.624 ..1b/in.
4




The resultant.shearflows are given in Figure 16.
(3). Bridge:With .Slab
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Uni tvertical shear:. Vz = 10 ,000. lb ..
•
".




,Angle of. Twist: .G.9n = 0
Tabulated calculations are given in Table 6.
/I-S-C-A- ;4-C ,/l-I3-C
1723.670 ql - 832. 765q2 +·30,374.9 =0
~723.670 q3 - 832.765 q2 - 832.765 ~ ,- 3678.5 = 0
1723.670 q5 - 832.765 q4.- 143,077.5 = 0
2385.530 q4 - 832.765 q3 - 832.765 qs - 77,590.2 = 0
2385.530 q2 - 832.765 ql - 832.765:q3 - 13,511.3 = 0
Redundant shear flows are computed to be:





The resultant ·she.ar flows are given in ,Figure 17.
(4). Bridge ,With Slab
Unit.horizontal.shear: Vx = 10,000 lb.
Statically determinate.shear flow for cut section




Angle of twist:G.9n F 0
Tabulated calculations are given .in Table 7.
2 Al G91 = 1723.670 ql - 832.765 q2+ 3844.5
•275.1
2A3 G93 = 1723.670 q3 - 832.765 q2°;'. 832..165 ·q4·+ 3051.8
2 A5 G 95 = 1723.670 q5 - 832.765 q4 - 3844.5
2.A4 G94 = 2385.530 q4 - 832.765 q3 - 832~765 q5 - 550.2
2 A2 G ~2 = 2385.530 q2 - 832.765 ·q1 - 832.765 q3 - 550.2
I. 2 .Aq .+2 A1 (ql+ q2'+ q3 ·+q4 +~5') = Q












The .resultant .shear flows are given in Figure 17 •
(.5). Brid&eWith.Slab
Unit .torsional .moment: .T= 1,000,000 in-lb.
Statically determinate shear flows: Q = a·
Angle oftw~st: G.an~ 0
1723.670 Ql - 832.765 Q~_= 2.Al Gal
1723.670 Q5.- 832.765 Q4'= 2 A5 G.e5
•275.1
Redundant .shear flows are computed.to be:
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•
ql= 36.922 ·lb/in .
q2'= 44.440
q3 = 58.392







The resultant .shear flows are shown in Figure 17.
c .. Predicted.Shear Flows forAASHOLoading
,.
The predic ted. shear flows, based on. sped fication lo~ding, are
given in Table 8 and Figqre 18. The.values, as qiven, are for the maximum
.shears .which would occur inthe.end panel extending from Station 0 to. Station 5.
The various loading conditions to be investigated .are:
(1) . Dead. Weight (Acting .onbridge ·wi thout .slab, Figure 18)
The loading for this condition consists of the dead weight .of
~ .-
the alumi~um substructure and the.wet concrete. The s~~aractuallyvaries
from zero at the centerline to a maximum of 55,000 pounds a~the.supports
(Stat1onO). The .shear flows for this condition .are 5.5 times the unit solution
for V = 10,000 lbs, acting on bridge:without slab.
z
(2) Live Load·Plus Impact (Figure 18)
.~pecifications require that.the design shear load.be optained
, .
.from.a uniformly distributed live load plus a concentrated load placed directly
over the ~nd' support, giving for this span.a maximum shear 'of81,000 lbs~
(which .includ~sthe imp~ct factor) •. Ho~ever, the concentrated load in. this
position wouldbe.transfered from the deck to .the footings through ..the end frame;






value is approached. The solution is then.8.1times the unit ,solution ,for the
COttl.positeb~idge·section(Vz = 10,000 1bs a,cting on bridge with_slab)·•
.According ,to specification, the 1ive1oad.is assumed ,acting ,at
a'maximum eccentricity of 12 inches, producing a torsional moment
T = 63,000 1bs x 12 in,x 1.2857 (impact) = 0.972 x 106 in-lb.
This solution .is 0.972 ,times the unit.so1ution for atorsiona1.moment,equa1.to
,l~OOO,OOO in-lb acting ,on the bridge ,with slab.
(3) Live Load Overload .(Figure18)
This condition.is the same as for the live plus impact loading
on ,the .spanexcept the eccentricity is i~creased.to .six feet, causing.a
torsional moment
.T = 63,000 Ib x 72 in,x 1.2857 (impact) = 5.832 ,x 106 in-1b
This solution is 5.832 times the unit solution for T = 1,000,000 in-1b acting
on the bridge :wi,th _slab.
(4) Other Loading Conditions
The following loading conditions were investig~ed.and ,found
to benon-c~itical; therefore, solutions are.notincluded:
(a) Wind.Loading on Bridge
Based ·on .the area of the span ,as seen~in~elevation, the
wind load causes a .horizonta1 reaction equal to 8282 lbs. This is equival~t
.to a uniform 'load acting'hor~zontallyand causing bending about.a vertical axis








all .lanes carry!n,gtraffic in one direction with no impact._ The effects of
this loadin~ ~r~ negligible.
~c) Vehicular. Wind -Loads
This load is considered to be .centered six feetabove.the
roadway acting 0)1 two passing.vehicles for maximum effect. This causes bending
.about a vertical .axis of thebridge.cross section.andatorsional.moment.
d. Predicted Shear 'St'resses {",.
-Tofind .the magnitude of shear stresses ata point, the
shear flows must· be .dividedby thethickness'..of . the .s~ction·at. that .point.
Predicted .shear stresses for the .webs and bottom sheets appear in .Figure 19.
4.. End .Frame 'Analysis
4
To find the magnitudeof.the loads. in the end frame, it was first
" ,
.necessary to. determine the resultant shear flows from .thecross s~ction. The
.., ;.
horizontalsh~ar~ are then balanced.withinthe frame·and.the vertical .shears
are .. transfered ,from .thestructure. to. the bearing .bloc~s. For the ;shear





loading tim~s the length of .segment ·over 'which. the shear flow is acting.. The
forces in.the top sheet and bottom fram~ members are assumedc~eactedequallyin
.all six webs .
. Wi th .loads known. and. balanced, each .. diagonal segment of l:ge end frame
~, .








sections are taken .as shown in .Figure 6. The horizontal members did not take
any plating .into account as effective material .
The theoretical loading :condition. is shown in Figure 20. The. "p.1
load at.the top of ·the .co1umn is due .to the shear loading in the top horizontal
me~b~rs. The linearly varying load, .~lbs. per in. is due to the.shear in the
webs. The des.ign condition, Figure 20b,· is therefore, a .conservative approach.






Because the concrete.has a lower therma1.coefficient of expansion
than the aluminum, the span .tends to deflect downward due to a temperature
increilse. If; equilibrium is considered around .the int'erface of. the aluminum
and concrete, then:
~ince the materiais are .working .as a ..complete1y composite .section, their





or ·-Ma = l1t:,





At.the.interface, the adjacent strains must be ,compatible•. These strains are:
€temp =.0. (A t)
piA
.E
.. 8.bending = -lL e
E' I
.Equating the.total strain in.the concrete·to the total strain in
.the aluminum:
CLc(At) + [PiA .1 .+ LM eJ·= a.a (At) - [PIA] ., - .[2L e] !
. .lc LE ,1 Jc E.a E I a









and the following relationships are evolved:
E"l {E J [ 1 J}.M = ·.a .a, At CL - CL _ P _1_ + _._
a· '. ea, + .f?c- a c . AaEa - -"AcEc
Me,- .EcIe {~tr:a .~ etc1- p~.....L +_.1..J}'
ea + ec [ J LAaEa AcEc
P = [Ecl c +Ec~a [.bt 'eta':'" a.c) _ p(.....L +' _l_)~(ei:+ e~) ~AEA E .
a a c c





E e T·;·. .. ci, .A..
.Concret<e 3x -10.6, I _5.625:- '4,560 .. 6::x 10-6 1656!
,
10.6 106 10-6Aluminum i x 23.18 44,000 13.x ·87
where
I
e = distance from interface to centroid of material section (in)
CL = coefficient of .thermal .expaIlsion .
.For a'.change in temperature of .1000 Fahrenheit, substitution.of the
above yields:
Ma = 6510 x 103 in-lb.
Mc = 19-1 x 103 in-lb.








5. = .,ML2,:=- 0.628 in.
8El
The thermal stresses are predicted to be:
















= 376 psi ,Tension
f 232,000
87 +




f = .. 232,000
87
6510 x 103 x 21.82
44,000




,6. ,Predicted Behavior Under Test Loading,
.::... ,Comparison ,0 t'AAS HO<Loading and Test Condition (Figure ,21)
(1) General
Pr,ctic~l considerati~ns li~ited theteit conditions to loading








lane load could.be accomplished by moving.the loading jacks laterally at the
centerline. As mentioned previously, the load pattern on the deck.simulated
.therear.wheel spacing of an H15-44 truck.
(2) .Bending
The 69,000 lbs applied .at.the.centerline produced a bending
moment ,equal to.the live load plus impactmome,nt .requiredby,AASHO specif~cations.
(3) Shear
. With. the. truck. i,n posi tion .to give maximum JlIOment , the
corresponding shear would ,have been 40,900 lbs; with the .test loading the shear
was 34,500 lbs. The test .set-up did.notpermit application of an8l,OOO lb
load directly over the supports as required in the specification.
(4) ''l'orsion
The specification .condition .requiredthe ,s'panto withstand
a torsiona1.mome~tequal.to.5,832,000 in-lb cbmbined.with a bending ,moment equal
. to 100% of design plus impact ·moment. Test .conditions again preclucJed the
possibility of achieving this loading. The maximum torsional moment was 6,220,800
in-lb combinedwith'a .bending.momentequal to 125% of design .p1us impact .moment
applied at.the centerline of the.span. This loading .produces 43,200 lbs shear
and 3,110,400 in-lb. torsionin.the span.
b. Predicted Test.Behavior
(1) D~flection
For the loading ,used in the test .set-up the .following formulas
••
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·A.= area of web. resisting shearing ,stresses
A=6 x 0.081 x 1.414x.45 =-31 in2 .
."Subst.itutionof ·va1u~s at .test1oa.4yie1ds:
8 = 69.000 (600)3 /=·.0:286 in.
b 48 x 10.6 x 106 x 102,700
5 =34,500 x 600 = 0.088
s '2 .x31.x 3.8,x 106
Total 0.374 in.





Load Quarter Point~Deflection (inches) Center 1ine .; De f 1ec tion (inches)
% l1J.L BendIng Shear Total ,Bending .Shear .Tota1\'
..
50 c· .098 . , .-022 .120 .143 .044: ..181 .
100 .196 .044 .240 .286 ~088 .~74
150 . .294 .066 .360
-' .429 .132 .561
200 .392 .088 .480 .572 . .176 .748
(2) Bending:Strains
.Samp1ecalcu1ation.for strains at .center1inefo11ow:
Bottom Fiber - Aluminum
f - .MLLc :1=, ...10,313,000(45.61' ..= 4579 i i
I , . 102,700 ,'. ps Tens on
f t = Eet; ~t = '. !±,279 .psi := 432.1l "1"10; 6.x 1Q6!'psi
••
.. 38
.TOR Fiber ~. Concrete
f' q l\Lc'l!lI ~9,JlJ,000 (7,4) =743 psi
.c ~ . ,. ,. 102,700
.743 q .24J,,, "/"
eo Q·.3:1e 106 "'}4
T02 Fiber -Aluminum




~x~~, t~erefore, str~~aes are small and.are not.computed.
(3) . Shear·Flowa and.Stresses
'Ih~ predicted shear flows for a con.centdcally applied load
producing 100%.MtL at the centerline are .equalto 3.45.times the unit.solution
..for a verti,cal soear applied. to the .bridge w1th.s~ab (Figure 22).
, ,
The predicted shear flows for the load eccentrically app11ed are
·4,3Zt~mes the unit vertical.shear solution p14S 3.11 .ti~s ~he unit ·torsional
moment solution (Figure 22),
';the predictedwebsllear stresse~ for tllea'bove conditions are as follows:





(b) Eccentrically applied .load, Vz ... 43,200 lbs. , T·m 3.11 x 106 in.. lb.
~
. .~ Stress 'pai~ Web Stress 'ps1) "
-
• .t\B 3080 .GD 1453~
AC 1944 FO 1367




D. PRESENTATION :OF RESULTS
1. ,Deflections
The applied ,concentric centerline ,load versus deflection curves
-39
for 10acis up to 138. kips (200% '~L at. thecent;erline) areshqwn ,in .Figure23
for meas~~ements made at .the centerline and quarter point. ,Also shown ,on
'~ ..





,For the eccentric loading case presented in ,Figure 24, the predicted
bending curve for the center 10ngitudina1.member G ~s the same as for the
concen.triccase.
2. BendingStre~ses and.Strains
The stress scale indicated at the tops of figures for the strai~s
in the main .longitudinal members A. through ,G and .thedeck .is based .00. a modulus
of elasticity equal to 3,000,000 psi for concrete ,and 10,000,000 psi for ,the aluminum.
a. Top Flange
,The five.Whittemore .strain gages located ,on the ·deck ,sllrface at.,Station
23 gave the concentricall)" appliedlojld ,verSllS strain, Cllrves presented .in,Figure '
25. The .same information for the ,eccentric 10ading'~ondition.is presented .in
"
Fi811re26.
,The;response of thestrainometers located on.the 10ngitudinal.center1ine
.at mid-height between. the steel reinforcing .bars at Station 22 and .the quarter




.The strains recorded for each of the 'main longitudinal members
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B,C,D, and -E are given in Figures 28 through 31. . Comparison .of .strains
for these.four members is made in Figure 32 •. The ~ccentric loading case
is presented in Figure 33· .
. Strains measured on the d~ck surface and top longitudinal.members
B,C,D, and E are presented in .Figure 34 :withrespectto their physical
location. Data is presented for a load of 69,000 lbs applied concentrically
and eccentrically.
b. . Bottom Flange
The strains recorded for each of the three main longitudinal members
•
4
A, G, and F are pre~entedin .Figures .35 ,36 ,and 37 A comparison of
load ~ersus strain curves for these three .members are presented in Figure. 39 .
..
..





The concen~ric 'load-strain curves asrecorded.for the three
individual gages ofa.strain rosetteon.the bottom.sheet.are given in Figure 40 •.
The gage parallel .to the longitudinal .bridgeaxis gave .the strains due to
.bending. The ~ccentric load-strain curves for-the'bottomsheet rosettes are
giyen in Figure 41. ,
c .. Webs
The strains in .thewebs due to bending ,are derived from the data
recorded from the .horizontal gage of the 4Sd rosette at' .the mid-heiihtof the
web. The strains for all .three gages of eac.h web rosette are shown in Figures
.




d.', ,Comparison of ·Strains at the Quarter Point .Cross. S~ction
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After test 15 additionll gaging was placed on the span to determine
a more complete vertical strain distribution ,at, the 'quarter pointcross s~ction.
Since ,the load-strain curve ,was linear for all gages up to the applied 200%
MLL at.thecenter1ine,.data for Figure .49 was taken ,for the highest load
'increment of :Test 16, 138 kips, which gave:200% MLL • The.bendingmoment
at the quarter point.was one-half the bending moment atthe.cen,terline•. Figure
49 gives the ·strains as a function of their vertical .location at the cross
section.
3. ,Shear Stresses and Strains
The measured shear straim for the' bottom ,sheet were derived .from
. , .
Fig\lre:,I.~O for the concentric case and Figure Ai for the eccentric ·case .by
, "
a Mohr's .Circ1e reduction of data. The 4ata ,for the :webs presented in,.Figures
,values.
through I.!. 7 was reduced by. the.same method to get web shear'strain
The.shear strains converted .to stre~ses (shear modulus equal to 3.8
,x 106 psi) are compared with predicted shear stresses in Figure 50 .for .an
"
applied concentric' load equal to 69,000 lbs. Tile eccentric case fQr the same
load is presented in Figure 51
•.
,
r~·) Centerline and End Frames





induced by forces ~cting ,in. the plane of, the frame. ,Since. the load-strain





the strain distribution in this frame.caused by a load of 69.000 1bs applied.
concentrically and eccentrically d~rect1y above .the frame is plotted in
relative .to .the 10cationof.the e1~ctr~ca1strairigages. For.c1arity,
t~e figure shows the bridge divid~d into .thethree.triangu1ar beams containing
elements of the frame.
The end frame was also consideredto.be.strainedby forces in t~e
plane of .the frame. The distribution .ofstrains at .two crqss sections of the
end frame .is shown in Figure 53:: at an applied .oenterline load .equa1 to 69,000
pounds for the span .on.roller .bearings. Both ..the eccentric and co~centric
loading. is shown;·
5. Destruction Tests
The .bending .moments at. the .centerline and quarter point given ,in
Table 10 were computed from the, loading given .in Table 2. Strains at the
centerlineand.quarter point were used to determine the.magnitude.and.location
of the dead loads, with the shear strains at the .quarter point.usedas a check.
The .web shear.strains listed are M9hr us Circ1e.reductions of the
data recorded for the three gages of the 450 rosettes. Tensile strains in
the bottom members A, G, andF were averaged to arrive at the;va1ue given in






The centerline deflections as recorded at bottom members Aand.F
were :corrected for end support settlements and temperature deflections,.then






Observations made duringt4e final .testing ,of the :bridge are noted










. th~ee trials made to determine the natural frequency of the :bridge.
7. Temperature:neflections
Figure55 presents the results of the deflection :and .temperature
observations made between ,September 8 andNo'\'lember 6, 1958. The slope of the
curves for.centerline deflections, quarter point deflections, and .end movement








.E.· DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
1•. Dead Load Effects
~. . Deflections
-44
The dead load centerline deflection was predicted to be.O. 664-in. ,
. based on an anticipated.bridge dead weight of 183.3 pounds per inch. The




.27 cubic yards concrete.@ 110 pcf





Dead weight per linear inch .equals










. Based on this dead .weight, the actual. bri~ge defl~ctionwas predicted to be
0.627 inches. The predicted deflection due ·to the weight of the·concrete
alone;was 0.520 inc~as.
Obse~yations made during.the pouring ofthedecks1ab ind~cated that
temperature .effects due to direct .sunlight and 4:"h.e';heatof .bydration of ',the
fresl},lypoured concrete on .the aluminum top flange ,causedanon-.uniform:
tempe.raturedifferential of approximately 60 degrees between the top and bottom
flanges of tre .bridge. This, in .turn, caused an .upward .deflection of the'.span .
.After ~pl~cing of the alumanum structure and.the stee1reinforcing,'
,.
,deflections of the bridge were measured due to the effects of.the wet.concrete






Tw~nty-four electrical strain gages~were.readat different time .
intervals during. the pouring .of the deck. The data from .. these gag.es was' .
inconclusive.as a check of .the··predicted dead load .stresses because of. the
temperature ~nfluence8 on.the:behavior of the span .
.Readings tak,en on the day followingthedeck.pour indicated .the
span was acting as a composite member andr~actingto changes of ~heambient
air temperat~re.




Maximum compressive stress,' top aluminum fiber
Maximum tensile stress , .bottom aluminum fiber








The original ~est installation placed the ~ridge on.oil-
impregnated.pronze bearing .pads, restrained .from horizontal movement at. the
west end, but free to slide at the ea~tend. Both ends allowed.rotational
movement, After 360,000 cycles of dynamic loading .to 150% MLL at the centerline
Crest. 7), i t ~was noted .. that. the bearings B:.t. the free end were not .sliding, thus
"
,causing.a parti~l restraint :or horizontal.rea.ction.at .thetop of the footing
pedestal. This reaction.caused .an eastward·horizontalmovement of O.036-inch











After completion ,of 'Test 8a~ the bronze bearing ,pads were removed
,at the ,east end' and' each one rep laced wi tha new bearing resting onanes t
of, seven314-'inch lubricated, r:ollers. This eliminated. the horizontal ,motion
of the top of the pedestal.. Before' resumption of the dynamic, testing, lJ,'.est
• • J •
e8b was completed.
Test 8b and ,succeeding tests indicated ,theeffect,~he bronze
,bearing pads'had on.theend of the span. ,Relative .movement bet.weenthe.bridge
and pedestal ranged from 0.lS2-inch for test 10 to 0.18S-inch for test 16
(both tests und~r 103.S kips centerline load).
,All test results in which ,this condition of restricted end movement
had an ,effect upon the bridge are presented ,together with.the results obtained
after replacement of the bronze.bearing pads. For Test& 1 through 16
inclusive, all results gave a ,linear relationship bet.weenload and .strains or
deflections up to 138 kips applied at the ,centerline producing200%MLL at.the
point of load app~ication.
b. Be,nding,Behavior
(1) . D~flections
AA.SHO Specif~cations (1) .. allow a deflection due to live load
plus impact .equal ,to O. 7S0-inch (1/800 of the span length) .• This d~f1ection,
based on ,au~iformly distributed and a concentrated lqad plu.s an .impact factor J
was.calculated.to be 0.303 inch~s .
The predicted deflections calculated for the test,load applied
" . .
concentrically at.the centerline include the .effects of bending .and.shear.
..
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The same value is shown for the :predicted.deflection of the longitudinal
.centerline' (mem?er .G) of the span under an eccentrically applied·load, ..
.Measured at the main .longi tudinalmembersA, G,. and .F with
-47
.mechanical dial gages reading.to l/lOOO-inch, the deflecti~ns under the bridge
showed a sma1t .varia~ce in.readings at thec~nterline or quarter point under
: ' .
concentric 10ad:L'ng, allowing ,averagedreaditlgs to. be used. for each curve : '.








value at the :centerlirewas 6.1% more than the predicted deflection. At the
quarter point the difference was 8.3%,
The measured deflection under memberG for an eccentricallY,applied
load of .69,000 lbs .was 4.3% greater than predicted at ·the centerline.. At the
same section. member A deflected .32% more thanmemberG; memberF deflected
27% less than m'emh~r G.. At the ~quarter point, the measured deflection of member
G was 8.8% greater than ,predicted with +27% and .-28% variation in the deflections
of A and F respe.ctively. The measured, deflections,.. aIong member,.G -'were
practically ,th.e .s~meat . the centerline and quarter point for the load applied
either concentrically or eccentrically.
The deflections of the deck.surface, measured with an .engineer's
level.readingsca~e~graduated.to l/lOO-inch, showed.excellentagreementwith
,the data obtained f~om the dial gages.
.......
T~e .three scales placed on ,the deck directly over the pedestals
indicated neg~igible ,settlement of the footings (1% of the.total centerline
deflection) wi th'a ~38 kip load .onthe·bridge. Themagni tude of ,settlement






(2) . ~op. Flange (Reference Figures. 25, ~26, 27, 32, 33, 34)
For the ~oncentric loading tests, distribution of strains across
the deck surface and in .the top longitudinal members B,.C, D, and E near the
:centerline .iftdicated .aslight "dishing" of the deck near the point of load
application.· .This was evidenced by greater strains toward the center of the
deck and greater strains in the ·inside top members C andD which.were under
two of the ;bearing .plates of the loading beams. The strain distribution on
the deck .surfa,ce also indicated .. that the entire deck was active in bending.
After Test 15, the additional gaging 'placed on the deck.surface
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•
at.the quarter poin~ to determine further the lateral strain distribution failed
.to give any additional information .. due .to scatter of the .test.results .. Strains
in the top longitudinal members at the quarter point were small, but.comparison
wit~ tge centerline ~trains on correspqading.~mbers indicated that the center-
line strains were influenced.by localized effects. Additional gages placed on
the outside of membersB andE after Test 15 confirmed ..these results .
.o·:.,The same :conclusions can be drawn. from the .data for the eccentric
load tests; tnatis, (1) there .were localized increases in strain near the
point of load application .and(2). the entire deck .was active in bending.
. .'
.Thestr.ainometer at ...Station .22, placed .at ·mid-height between·. the
top and.bottom re1nforcingbars along thelong~tudinal centerline, also showed
a slight .increase in.. straindue to its proximity to .the point of loading; it
.gave.strains approximately 21/2 times greater than the strains recorded at
a'corresponding gage at. the quarter point.





strainometers ~ery closely followed the curve obtained .for the concentriC-'loadi~g
case.
.The strains recorded.fr~.thestrainrosettesmounted.at.thecenter
of .top .sheets BC, CD, and .DE at· the quarter point were very 'small and
scattered. ]he gage in the rosette parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
span .measured'strains due to bending; results from all .three gages of.a
rosette were ~sed.to determine .the magnitude of principal strains, andhe~ce,
the shear strains ...Since none of the gages gave any. strain readings which were
.con~istent and ,of any magnitude,.it.can be concluded .that (1) the gage.was ne~r
....... '
·tbe neutral.axis of ~he~bridge.cross section and (2) there .were no shear strai~s
at·the point the gage ,was affixed to the top sheet. The results from the gages
on.members B, d, D, ~nd.E at the quarter point also help verify the location
of the neutral axis.
r' ~
(3) . Bott9m .Flange
J .. ' ,
':Thegages on. the outer longitudinal members .Aand.F gave slightly
(2 1/2%) greater strains than. the gage on center member. G. The centerline:
strains ,were tWiceCthe'~~ar,ter pointstr~ins on.the.same member, indicating
there ,were no ~ocal .effects, suc~.. as the location of .the bearing pads of the
loading. beams, influencing centerline strains. .
, . ,
Gaging.ofthe bottom sheets AG andGF indicated that_tension
strainS in ..thesheet~ due.to bending,of the bridge.wereslightly less than,
but propa~tional.to, the strains in. the bottom longitudinal.members: The
gages applied .to the ·top and bottom of the sheets perpend~cular to the









longitudinal member Gwere .14% higher than th~ strains obtained for the 69 kip
load applied ~oncentrical1y and equal to .the pJ;ed~cted.strain for the member.
Member A was strai~edlO%.higher than member G and.member F was strained 27%
less than.memper G. At.thequarter poin.t the strains in.members G and.F
differed by 2.7% and were.approximately l8%:less than,the.strains in member A.
The data for the bottom longitudinal members under an.eccentric load
indicate~ a slig~tly unequal distribution.of the load .to the components of .the
span; that is, triangular beam·ABC t~rrieds~ightly more load than the other
t:wo sec tions.
(4) Vertical Strain Distribution at.the Quarter Point
·An overall comparison.of .the.strains in .the deck, top aluminum,




.straindistribution.at a quarter point cross section. It can be seen from
t;he figure that .. the .entire cross se.ction is activein.bending ,andthestra~ns
are proportio~al.to their distance from the neutral axis.
, ,
By obtaining.the.slopeof ·thelineconnecting.these points,. the
vertical location.of.the neutral axiS for each.websectionwas determined
:with.resp~ct.to the~ocationofthebottom gage. The·average .of .the six
vertical heights ~o obtained gave the location of .the neutral axis as' 47.4
. .
.inches abolle. the plane 0 f .the gages on .members A, G, and. F. . The predic ted
.height, .measured .from ..the ,same .reference plane, was 46.6 ·inches. Physically,
.the .neutral axis was located in the plane of the. top sheet CD .
+•
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~lectrical 450 rosette strain gages were.pl~ced on the top sheets,
webs, and bottom.sheets to determine.the principal shear strains and.hence,
stresses atcselected points of the quarter point .cross section.
Gage readings for the rosettes at.the:centerline of the top sheets,
although .small and scattered, indicated strains in.the magnitude of 10
~croinches per inch under a centerline ·load of 138 kips (200% MLL). This meant
.that the gage ,was located at a point of zero bending and shear strai~s, a i:.
co~dltion w~ichwould occur along the longitudinal centerline of sheets BC,
CD, or DE at the neutral axis of the bridge.cross section.
Reduction of the data from the individual gages of the ~eb rosettes
by the Mohr's Circle method gave.strains very close to the predicted for the
concentric loading condition (~igure50). The agreementbetweenmeas~red and
predicted .strains for the eccentric loading condition was not as close, but was.
within.approximately 10% (FigureSl')'
.If ·theentire web had been active inbending.s,s indicated in Figure
~.9 , then the :shear distribution along .each .webwould ..havebeenparabolic,
~ntha .small variation, rather than uniform as predicted. Thus, the gages may
not·have.been located at 'a point ·of maximum shear stress, which would .partially
account for the ·differences between predicted and measured, particularly. for
the eccentric case.. Due to the large ratio of flange.to web areas, the
.uniform·distributionas 'predicted .is close to the ,measured value .
The.assumptionthat areas were .concentratedat the.centroids of
elements·having 22 l/2-inch.horizontal projections .was used to predict .the









shear flows b~eencentroids of flange elements .with~an'illcreaseordecrease
.. occuring, at. the,. c.entroids. . Actually, the shear in, the. bottom sheet ·varies
linearly ,with.the only sharp breaks occuring,at.the main.longitudinalmembers
. .
A,G'~· and .F.. T~is condition would .lead .to disagreement between the predicted
and measured' ..shears (Figures 50. tS-nd .51) •
.d. Centerline' and End Frame.Behavior
The loads induced in the frame members due to the applied load on
.t~~deck were reacted by (1) a uniformly varying load, in poun4s per inch.of
b-ngth of th~sheet to which.the frame member is attached, and (2) an.axial
. load taken out .at .the ends of .the frame member .
Und~r a concentrically applied centerline load of 69. kips (100%
Mz..L at the,centerline) the maximum.live load stress in .any portion of this
frame was approximately 1900 psi in compression. For an eccentric load of 69
kips, the maxi~um compression ,stress was approximately'3200 psi.
The strain distribution.in the diagonals ofthe.end.frame indicated
there was possible bending ,at the upper cross"s~ction due to the method of
loading- that ·is, the shear in;the,webs pulling .on.theinside edge of.the frame
~z a uniform load (poun4s per inch ..of, length of the .frame diagonal) . This
sections, indic~tinga more uniformdistribution.of,.load across the section and,
therefore, a .uniform,dis~ributionof load on .the.bearing block.
The :magni tude of. axial .load transmi tted to ..thebearing ,bloc1<.s by




but the relativemagnitude,can.be seen in Figure·53. In general, the same
relations existedbetweenloaddistributionin.theoutside channel, dou~ler
plate, and ins1de.channelateachcorresponding cross section .of the six
different.diagonal" frame members.
The.stresses under a concentric centerline load of 69 kips
(lOO%.MLL at the centerline) were only in.themagnitude ~f 1350 psi. For
the eccentric condition.under the same 69 kip load the maximum stress was
3300 psi. Comparing.the measured.stresses.with a design stress (live load
.only) of approximately 6150 psi assumed to.be acting.over the ,entire length
of the member, it can.be seen that.thedesignapproach was conservative.





Table 10 is the summary of.theresults of destruction Tests 17 and
18.. Linear behavior of the span was indicated up to a shear of.24l.8.kips
(loadincrement·ll) which caused elastic buckling .of the outer webs vi,sible
at the end supports. The first buckling appeared near the bearing block, with
additional buckles later appearing above . these under increasing . loads •.. At
load increment 20, inelastic bucklinghad.occured.
Thehighest.load increment at which .gage.readings were taken was
increment 20. ,With 85,100,000 inch-pounds moment.at.the centerline, 49,900,000
inch-pounds moment at the quarter point, and.328.0 kips shear, the centerline
deflection was 3.87 inches andtensi~e stress in the bottom fiber was 38,000 psi .
.After releasing .the jack.load of increment 21,an attempt.to reload
.the.span led to a .sudden .and complete colrap~e of the bridge (Figures 57 and





,Ca~cu1ationof.the:s10pe of the long time temperature-deflection
curves {Figure 55 ),by the method ,of least squares gave:a relationship for
movement per degree change in temperature as follows:
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1. Center1ine.def1ection
..,2. Quarter point ,deflection 0.0042 in".
•
..
3. Relative end movement {between bridge and pedestal) =0.0068 in'•.
According to the theory used,to p~edict.temperatureeffects .caused
by differences of coefficients of.thermalexpansion .for concrete and aluminum,
deflectionsWbu1d .b~.caused by a.moment acting at the ends of the span. End
.movements woufd .bethe total effect .of .strains due .to temperature, axial load,
and ,bending moment. The.theoretica1.movements per degree;change in temperature
w'ere.ca1cu1ated,to.be:
1. ,Centerline deflection
2.. Quarter Point .deflection
3.. Relative .endmovement
= 0 Q 00628 . in!!~
0.00471 .itL.
•
Analysis of thee1~ctrica1 strain gage ·data for tE'.mperaturechanges
only gave very inconc1usive.resu1ts. The changei.n.strainperdegree .temperatJlre
" .
.change varied from one .testto .another, .prec1uding. the possibility of getting
an ,accurate picture of the temperature-strain. behavior.
Over a shortperiodof.time, such .as during one complete test,
most gages were.consistentand.a11owed reductio~.of data .as described in .
.Appendix., B. Continuity, of readings b~tween,tests over.10nger periods of
.,
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direct.heat and ~unlight, gage.creep, and the variable temperature and .humidity
conditions at the test site, no continuity of readings was obtained for the
electrical strain gages from one test to another. Even the use of. temperature
.compensated electrical gages mounted opposite :selected-SR-4 gages failed to
. give any pertinentinformation.regarding strain behavior. due to temperature.changes.
Measurements made.to determine the temperature distribution.within
the·span indicated the .following:
1. Bottom sheet and .deck.surface responded more qu~ckly to sunlight
and temperature.change.than.did .the internal.members of the span such as the
diagonal.webs.GC, GD, and top aluminumsheet.CD supporting the deck •
.,
2. In general, the temperature.was not.un:!.form, nor was there a
uniformg~adient, within.the span•. Only when.the.air temperature.startedto
. ,
drop and.the direct.rays of the sun were not acting on the span.did.the
temperature·distribution.tend.to become.uniform.across a section of the span.
g.Natural.Frequency
The predicted frequency ofthe.span ,was .computedto be approximately
400 cycles per minute. The results of three tests gave:the natural frequency
equal to 333 cycles per minute .
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F.. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. Dead.Load
The predicted lead load deflection of the aluminum structure due
to the,weighto'f the wet concrete only was 0.520 inches. The maximum
measured dead load deflection was o. 504 inches, whichwasinfluencedby
temperature.effects of direct. sunlight.and hydration of the concrete.
'Testresu1ts did not provide a satisfactory measure of the dead
load stresses to ,check .the.predictedstresses of .4347 psi compression in.the





. A;fter initial. curing ,of the. concrete during. the ·24 hour period
immediately following.the pouring of the deck, observations indicated changes
1n.the.deflecteds~peof .thestructure:with changes of the ambient .air
temperature. Thi~ indicated .composite actionbetween.theconcrete and aluminum
responding to t~e different.rates of thermal.expansion .




The~AASHO,Spec1ficationtruckloading,on this span produced a
! f'. .
design mo~, ,due t~ live load plus impact ,equal .to 10,313,000 in-lbs at
ItA po1nt121incbes from the center of the :span. "A69 ,000 lb. test load ,appli,ed
a.tthe centeTline produced .the~~ beading ,moment.
The concentric loading ,of .each lane.at the center of the span
pl'Qduced ,a .shear ,load .of 34,500 Ibs on .eachhalf of. the .span~ ,Specification
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requirements of 81,000 lbs sh~ar d~rectly over an.endsupport could not be
duplicated due.to limitations at ·the test site.
With.~ccentric loading, the maximum specification condition would
1
have produced.a torsiona1.moment equa1.to 5,832,000 in-lbs and.a bending! .
. I
moment equal to the '.live load plus impact design moment of 10,313,000 ·in-lbs •
.The.maximum eccentric test loading .conditionproduced.rnoments of 6,220,800
in-lbs torsionand.12,89l,000 in-lbs bending combined with a shear of.53,200
lbs.
b. Bending ,Behavior
The predicted deflection due .to an .app1ied .load of 69,000 lbs
~.
..






































The ,pred~cted stresses due.to the design live load plus impact
.
,
_moment at . the centerline' comparedwfthstresses derived from .th.e measured,






.Longi tudinal Centerline 'Quarter Point
Members Predi,cted .Measured Predicted Measured
"
,A 4210, ,. 2070
G 4579 4040 2290 I 1900
I
·F 4210 i 2030
For the same load (69,000 lbs) eccentr~cally applied, the
.stresses wer~ as follows:
Bottom .Stress (psi)
Longitudinal Cent,erline ·.Quarter Point
Members Predicted Measured --,. Predicted Measured
A -- 5050 -- 2200 l
G 4579 4600 2290 It350
F I -- 3350 -- 1800
Stresses in the top longitudinal.members were negligible.
Test data indicated.a localized.increaseinstrain.in the deck and
.toplongitudinal.members near the point.ofloadapplication•. Top longitudinal
members and the deck exhi bi tedhighes t .s trains toward the longi tudinal;" ., :"
:" .cen,t!.erline of the':,d~ck, indicating.a veryc:slight dishing ,effect near the
'pcintof load application.
The stresses in the deck at-Station .23 varied from 280 psi eight
feet.on eifher side of the longitudinal centerline ,to 360 psi along ,the
centerline.. Data from this area (near the load point) al~o indicated the
entire deck.was actLve in bending. For the eccentric loading condition,
stresses varied from 390 psi in tlleloaded lane to 180 psi in the unloaded
lane.. All concrete stresses were based on a modulus of elasticity of








plane of the top sheet, approximately 47.4 inches above the gages on the
bottom members. The.calculated heig~t of the neutral axis, from the.same
.reference:, was 46.6 in,ches.
c •. Shear Behavior
The predicted .shear stresses at the quarter point due to a concentric
,- j'.
34,500 lb shear force (69,000 lbs applied at .thecenterline) compared with the
,stresses derived fromthe'.;'llleasured strains ~sing. :the .shear modulus G equal, to









For the maximum eccentric.conditionof86,400 lbs and6,220;UOO





The maxi~um .measured stress in any member of the centerline frame
was aPP:roximate1y 3200 psi under an eccentrically applied load of 69,000 1bs.
The maximum measured compressive .:stress in the end frame .a1so occured under
the eccentric loading condition ..and was equal. to approximately 3300 psi. T1;J.e







·Up to a shear load of .241,800 Ibs and a bending moment .of 63,500,000
in-lbs (load increment 11 of .the destruction test) there was a linear
relati~nship between static load and stresses or deflections.
The highest loads~stained.by the .bridge produced a bending moment
equal .to 970% of the live load plus impact design moment .at the centerline with
a shear force equal .to.378;800 Ibs. The shear load was 4.7 timesthe.AASHO
design .requirement of8l ,000 lbs. This load.was held for ten minut~s then
partially. released. Failu,re occured.at 885% ~L .during .another attempt.to
load.the.span.
I, Temperature
Observations indicated.the,centerline deflection.of the span.was
O.0062.1nches downward for a One degree rise in ambient air temperature. This
~7Wement :was predicted.to be.0.00628 inches per.degree temperature.change.
Anaiysis of the ~lectricalstrain gage data for ~emperature changes gave
inconclusive results .





uniform. The bottom sheet and deck.respondedmorequickly to sunlight and
temperature changes then internal ,members.
g.. Natural.Frequency
The natural frequency was predicted.to.be approximately. 400
cycles per minute and measured at 333 cycles per minute.
3. Dynamic·Live Load Effects
.The following .programof.repeated loads was applied .to the
structure:
a. 250,000 cycles producing. 100%MLL
b. 250,000 cycles producing 125'70 MLL
!;
c. 753,000 cycles producing 150% MLL
d. .200,000 cycles producing 125% MLLwith






Static tests before and after each dynamic test indicated the bridge did not
suffer any visible damage or loss of structural integrity due to the repeated
application of these loaqs.
4. Summary of:Stresses .
.A summary of the primary stresses in the span is made in Table 11 .
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These notations are.used.unless otherwise noted in text.
A = Area















Distance from axis of bending to fiber at which stress is desired
Modulus of elasticity
Stress due to bending
Shear modulus of. elasticity
Impact factor
•
Ix' I y , I z = Moment of inertiaabout.X,Y, or.Z - axis
.L' = Span length
M = Bending moment
MLL Bending moment due to live load plus impact = lU,3l3,000 in-lb .
.n = Modular ratio of aluminum to concrete
:p = Applied concentrated load
..Q = . Statical moment area about .the neutral axis
q = Shear flow
<In - Redundant shear flow, where .n.=cell number
T = Externally applied torsional moment
t = Thickness
t e = Equivalent thickness
Internal energy for an infinitely small element
Ui Total internal energy
• Ue = Total.externalenergy






w = Uniformly distributed live load
x, y, z = Coordinates of an elementwith.respectto principal axes
i, ~, i ~ Coordinates of the :centroid of the cross-section with respec~
.to the ·reference axes, XI, YI, Z I
'11'= : Shear. strain
5 = Deflection
At-<Increment of temperature change
E = Strain
f:t~~r = Strain due to temperature
~axial=Strain due to an axial load
."tbending = Strain ,due to bending .of the .section
3 = Angle of twist due to an applied torsional moment
.en = . Angle of twist of cell n
I~.~ I
c







The concrete .for the deck was designed for a minimum strength
.of3,000 psi at 28 .days .. To maintain the concept of a lightweight structure,
the concrete design embodied a lightweightslag.aggregrate;commercially L.
known as Wayl~t~.
The following mix, which had been.tried .andused previously by
the WayliteCompany, was used for the bridge deck:
-66
Mix proportions (loose dry volume) - 1
I




Cement - Lehigh Portland, Type I, 8 1/2 sacks per cubic yard
Dry materials .were transported .from the batch pl&nt to the job
site in ready-mix trucks of 4 to 5 c.ubic yard capacity. 'Batch slips
indicated a total .of30 cubic yards of concrete was delivered to the bridge
.site. Uponarrival.ofatruck, water was added and thoroughly mixed with. the
-dry material~. Before and -during the unloading "of .each truck,a.standard
slump test.was run .to determine whether or notnhe concrete had .theproper
water content, a.two to t~ree inch slump ,was required.
The concrete was unloaded .fromthe truck into a one cubic yard
_bucket, lifted .to the deck level, placed, then vibrated for optimum
compaction. The surface·.was raked. smooth .and finished with.a screed spanning






.After the proper surface was obtained by the screed, the deck.was
covered with w~t.burlap; curing was completed.by keeping this burlap wet for
seven days after the pour.
A total of 14 cylinders .were poured and tested, four at 11 ,day
strength and ten at 28 day strength. Results are compiled in Table 12
The average. twenty-eight day strength was 4150 psi .withan.average .density
of 108 pounds per cubic foot.
~ Reinforcing rods
The.concrete deck contained 6700 pounds of intermediate grade,
:18,000 psi design~trength, reinforcing ,rods. Longitudinal reinforcement
:
consisted of·#4rods (one-~alf inch diameter) at ,eighteen-inch centers top
and bottom, using a total of 34,bars. Transverse reinforcing bars were #5
rods (five-eighihs inch diameter) at six~inchcenters top and bottom.
Insulation was placed between the steel and the top aluminum to prevent
corrosive action at points of contact.and to insure proper bond between the
steel and concrete.
3.. Aluminum
All aluminum ~sed-in, the.structure.was standard production
quality) 606l-T6 alloy. This material was chosen for its ability to
resist corrosion as well as for its structural properties.
After completion of the test program, 10 specimen.s were cut ,from
areas of the .bridge where stresses did not exceed the proportional limit of




.dimensionsas shown in Table .. 13 As the specimen was loaded, an inductance
gage.measuring.elongation.over the·8 inch gage length .andan automatic recorder
were used.to plot a graph of load versus strain. The graphs were then .used.to
determine the elastic modulus and the yield .strength(stress that produces a
permanent set of 0.2 per cent of the initial gage length). Table 13







RECORDING AND REDUCTION OF DATA
-69
When reading any one.electrical strain gage,. the :~R-4.Strain
Indicator showed ~slight.creep causing a continually changing reading. This
!
was due to.humid:ity and.temperature effects acting directly on the strain
gage. The str.ains on.a specific gage could possibly change plus or minus 25
microinches during the short period required to balance the Indicator. Readings
were therefore made to the closest 5 microinches in as short a time as possible .




induced strains in the span which in .turn changed.the zero reading (under no
load) for most strain gages and, at the .same time, caused deflection of the bridge.
Since it .wa·s 1mpossible to maintain a constant. temperature at the test .si te,
it was necessary to separate the.changes due to temperature, and the strains
anddeflec~ions caused by the applied load.
The following loadsequence:was used.to take data:
1. Under no load a full set.of ·zero readings was' taken.
2.. A load increment was applied and a .fullsetof.readings
.was taken.
3. The span was unloadedand.another full set of zero readings
was taken.
The difference in the zero readings ..was assuI!1ed .to be the net
.c~ange due to temperature .
To eva~uate the method used, Test6N was .conducted from 12:00 PM
to·8:00 AM ( the total temperature change equaled .11/2 degrees) and .then
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repeated as .Test6D from 8:00 AM to 3:30PM on the same day (the temperature
change.equaled 15 1/2 degrees).
The test .results shown in Figure 59 were taken from.a .straingage
.mounted on the bottom 10ngi tudinal .extrusion on thesouth.edge of the span.
The recorded.and reduced data .is presented in Table .14. The total strain
increment due to applied load.and.temperaturechange (designated as a-b on
Figure 59) had to qe corrected for the average zero chang~ (indicated as a-c
on.Figure 59) over the period.of one load iricrement. Applying this correction
dmc~.mted to averaging the total change due to loading .andunloading. The
results arle.plotted on Figure.60. ltcan.be seen from this figure that.the
variations from a straight .line load-strain relationship were small.
Reduction .of all r9sette data.was accomplished with the use of





SUMMARY'OF- COMPLETED STATIC AND REPEATED LOAD TEST PROGRAM







Description Maximum Center Line ;'.
Test Type·of' LL+I Bending Moment RemarksNo. Loading Location inch-kips ~ design
1 Static Concentric 10 050 97.5 7 load increments
"
2 Dynamic" Concentric 10 313 100 250 000 cycles
3 Static Concentric 12 900 12.5 6 load increments i
4 Static Eccentric 12 900 125 6 load increments
'. *6 220 * torsional moment
.5 Dynamic Concentric 12 900 125 2.50 000 cycles
6N Static Concentric 15. 5.00 15.0 6 load increments: 12 :00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
6D Static Concentric 15 500 150 Repeat Test 6N: 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
7 Dynamic Concentric 15 500 150 360 000 cycles:
... Bearings at f'ree end changed
8a Static Concentric ~3 500 130 (a~ def'lections only - bronze bearings8b (b all gages - roller bearings
9 Dynamic Concentric 15 500 1.50 140 000 cycles
10 Static Concentric 15 500 150 3 load increments
11 Dynamic Concentric 15 .500 1.50 253 000 cycles
12 . Static Concentric 15 500 150 3 load increments
13 Static Eccentric 12 900 125 3 load increments
*6 220 * torsional moment '~.,- ".,...
14 Dynamic, Eccentric 12 900 125 200 000 cycles:
dynamic record of E of def'lections
-
- -- ·and strains in bottom extrusions
15 Static Eccentric 12 900 125 3 load increments
16 Static Concentric 20 626 200 4 load increments
17 Static Concentric 64 456 620 9 load increments I
., . ., for first attempted destruction test
18 Static Concentric 91 270 885" Load at destruction.
, 970% MiL reached before failure
-
• • •, . • • •
..
•
TABLE 2 DESTRUCTION TEST - LOADING SEQUENCE
Applied Total Ingot Weight on Deck Jack Load Bending Moment ~MLL-at Shear atLoad Load Each Side' Kips· Applied (x 106 in-lb.)
,Center 1/4 PointIncre- of Center Line at Center, 1/4
ment (kips) (kips) (inches) Center Line Line Point Line (kips)
-
1 152.6 76.3 76 0 17.1 11.5 165 76.3
2 221.;6 76.3 76 69 27.4 16.7 265 110.8
3 152.6 76.3 76 0 17.1 11.5 165 76.3
4 290.6 16.3 76 138 37.7 21.8 365 14503
5 152.6 76.;3 76 0 17.1 11.5 165 76.3
6 242.2 121.1 74 0 27.4 18.2 265 12101
7 345.7 121.1 74 103.5 42.9 25.9 415 . 172085
8 380.2 121.1 74 138.0 48.0
. 28.5 465' 190.1
9 414.7 121.1 74 172.5 53.2 . 31.1 515 207.35
10 449.20 121.1 74 207 58.4 '33.7 565 224.6
11 . 483.7 121.1 74 241..5 63.5 36.2 615 241.85
12 242.2 121.1 74 0 27.4 18.2 265 121.1
13 380.0 190 71 0 43.8 29.3 425 190
14 518.0 190 71 138 64.4 39.6 625 259
15 380.0 190 71 0 43.8 29.3 425 190
16 552.8 190 71 172.8 69.6 42.2 675 276.4
17 380.0 190 71 0 43.8 29.3 425 190.0; , .',
18 587.0 190 71 207 74.7 44.8 725 293 . 5~··· .;:.'
19 380.0 190 71 0 43.8 29.3 425 190 . o··\:<?:
20 656.0 190 71 276 85.1 49.9 825 328.0
21 757.6 190 71 377.6 100.2 57.5 970 378.8
22 I 380.0 190 71 0 43.8 29.3 425 190~0








TABLE 3 ' .SECTION P~OPERTIES - WITHOUT SIJU3
, " , '
. , , . ,
-
, Element ( 1) z(2) ,(.) ) Az 2 (4)'., (Ref.' . .Area. ' x Az
, Fig.I5)' sq in. in~ , i-n .' in?! - fn-4 ,. ,
-
A - 8.166 - 90.0 0 0 - 0
B 4.325 -135.0 45.0 194.445 8 750.0
1 1.823 -112.5 45.0 82.035 3 691.6
2 1.823
-
90.0 45.0 82.035 3 691.6
3 1.823 - 67.5 45.0 ' 82.035 3 691.6
C 8.563 - 45.0 45.0 395~335 17 340.1
4 i,823 - 22.5 45.0 82,035 3 691.6
5 1.823 0 45.0' 82.035 3 691.6
6 1.823, 22.5 45.0 82.035 3 691.6
D 8.563 45.0 45.0 385.335 17' 340.1
7 1.823 67.5 45.0 82.035 3 691.6
8 1.823 90.0 45.0' 82.035 3 691.6
9 1.823 112.5 45.0 82.035 3 691.6
'E· 4.321 135.0 45.0 194.445 8 750.0
F 8.166 ' 90.0 0 0 0
10 2.813 67.5 0 0 0
11 2.813 45.0 0 0 0
12 2.813 22.5 0 0 0
G 11.603 0 0 0 0
13 2.813 - 22.5 0 0 0
14 2.813 - 45.0 0 0 0
15 2.813 - 67. 5' o· 0 0
- - - .
T.ota1s ,,86.988., - -" ,. .. 1897.875 85:'404~6...- . .
Notes: (1) Due'to symmetry 'ab'out Z':'axis
(2) With respecit'to refer~nce-~x1s
(3) Statical moment - with respect to reference axis










...;- (1) Af2, ~Ref .t») sq. :in. x -x . z Az Az 21~.1
-
A 8.166 - 90.0 66 144 ,0 0 0
B 20.825 '-135.0 379 536 50.25 1 046.5 52 587
1 34.831 '. -112.5 440 830 50.25 1 750.3 87 953
2 34.831 - 90.0.. 282 131 50.25 1 750.3 87 953
3 34.831 - 67.5 158 699 50.25 1 750.3 87 953
c 41.571 - 45.0 84 181 50.25 2 088.9 104 967
4 34.831 - 22.5
,
17 633 50.25 1 750.3 87 953
5 .. 34.831 0 0 50.25 1 750.2 . 87 953
6 34.831 22.5 17 633 50.25 1 750.3 87 953
, . D .- 41. 571 45.0 84 181 50.25 2 088.9 104 967
7 34.831 67.5 158 699 50.25 1 750.3 87 953
8 34.831 90.0 282 131 50.25 1 750.3 87 953
9 34.831 112.5 440 830 50.25 1 750.3 87 953
E 20.825 135.0 379 536 50.25 1 046.5 52 587
F 8.166 90.0 66 144 0 0 0
10 2.813- 67.5 12 817 O· 0 0
11 2.813 45.0 5 696 0 0 0
12 2.813 22.5 1 424 0 0 0
G 11. 603 0 '0 0 0 0
13 2.813 -22.5 1 424 0 0 0
14 2.813
-" 45.0 5 696 0 0 0
15 2.813
- 67.5 12 817 0 0 0
Totals 483.084 2 898 182 .' 22 023., 1 106 68,


















.. 1, LEle- Q = Az ._Q q 1, t t" q tArea z I z
,'- .





. " .. .. ..
A 8.166 -21.8177 -178.163 400493
.40.493 63.640 0.081 785.67 31 813.9,
B ·40321 . 2301823 ' 100 .. 171 -22.767
. 17.726 22.500 .081 277.78 4923.9,1 10823 2301823 420261 - 90605 8.121 22.500 0081 277.78 2 255.72 10823 23.1823 42.261
- 9.905 1.485 22 0500 .081 277.78
-
412.4
-3 1.823 23.1823 ·420261 - 9.605 11.090 22 0500 .0081 277.78
-
J 080.5
-C 8.563 ·2301823 198.510 -450118
- 56.207 22~500 .081 277.78
-
15 613.34 1.823 23 0i82J ~.261 - 9.605 22.500 .. .081 277.78 18 281.4- 65.813
-5 1.823 23.1823 ¥.261 - 9.605
- 75.418 22.500 .. 081 .277.78 - 20 949.66 10823 23 01823 ,-42 .261 -9.605
- 55.023 22'."500 .081 277.78 - 23 617.7D 80563 23.1823 1980510 -450118
-130.141 22.500 0081 277078
-
36 150.4.7 1.823 2301823 420261 - 90605
-139.746 22'.500 0081 277.78
-
38 818.68 1.823 2:3.1823 420261
- 90605
-149.351 22.500 .081 277078 - 41 486.79 1.823 23.1823 42.261 - 9.605
-158.956 22.500 .081 277.78 - 44 154.9E 4.321. 23 .. 1823 100,.171 -22.767
-181.723 63.640 .081 785067 ~142 774.4
F 8.166 -21.8177 -178.163 40.493
-141.230 22.500 .125 180~00 ~ 25 421'0510 2.8'13 -21.8177
-' 61.373 ' 13. 91±9
-127 .. 282 22 .. 500 ' .125 180 .. 00 - 22 910.7II 2.813 -21.8177 - 610373 1,:3.949
-113.333 22.500 .125 180.00 ~ 20 399.912 2.813 -21 •. 8177 - 61..373 13.949
- 99.384 22.500 0125 180.00 - 17 889.1G 110603 -2108177 -253.151 570536
- 41.848 22.500 0'125 180.00 - 7 532.713 2.813 -21.,8177
- 61..373 13 0.949
- 27 .. 899 22 0500 . ou5 180 000 - 5 021.914 2.813 -21.8177 - 610373 . 13 .. 949
- 13.951 22 .. 500 '~125 180.00 - 2 :>11.115 2.813 -21.8177 .. 61.373 13.9~9




785.67Web: AC: GC: GD: FD
... ,. . ..
• .'"




t 1 q 1Ele- Area z Qz= A'/. ',,-',, Qz' q 1 t tment
·'1x
A 8.166
-45.589 '-372.280 36.262 36.262 67.454 0.081 '832.765 30 197.6B 20.825 4.661 . 97.065 - 9.455 26.807 22.500 1.548 14.535 389.61 14.831 4.661 162.347 -15.813
10.944 22.500 1.548 14.535 159.1' '2 34.831 4.661 162.347' -15.813 4.869 22~500 1.548 14.535 - 70.8-3 34.831 4.661 i62.347 -15.813
- 20.683 22.500 1.548 14.535 - 300.6C 41.571 4.661 193.762 -18.873
- 39.556 22.500 1.548 '.14.535 - 574.64 34.831 '. 4.661 162.347 -15.813
- 55.369 22.500 1.548 14.535 - 804.85 34.831 4.661 162.347 -15.813
- 71. 182 22.500 1.548 14.535 - 1 034.66 34.831 4.661 162.347 -15.813
- 86.-996 22.500 1.548 14.535 - 1 264.5D 41.571 4.661 193.762 -18.813
-105.869 22.500 1.548 14.535 - 1 538.87 34.831 4.661 162.347 -15.813
-121.682 22.500 1.548 14.535 - 1 768.68 34.831 4.661 162.347 -15.813
-137.495 22.500 1.548 14.535 - 1 998.49 34.831 4.661 162.347 -15.813
-153.309 22.500 1.548 14.535 - 2 228.3E 20.825 4.661 97.065
- 9.454
-162.763 67.454 .081 832.765 -135 543.4F ' 8.166
-45.589 -372.280 36.262
-126.501 22.500 . 125 180 • - 22 770.210 2.813
-45.589 -128.242 12.491
-114.010 22.500 •125 180 • - 20 521.811 2.813 -45.589 -128.242 12.491
-101. 519 22.500 •125 180 • - 18 273.312 2.813 -45;589 -128.242 12.491
- 89.027 22.500 . 125 180 • - 16 024.9G 11.603
-45.589 -528.969 51.524
- 37.503 22.500 .125 180. - 6 750.513 2.813
-45.589 -128.242 12.491
- 25.011 22.500 . 125 180 •
-
4 502.114 2.813 -45.589 -128.242 12.491 -';,;-""12~520 22.500 .125 180.
-
2 253.615 _ 2.813 __LJ-5.589 -128.242 12.49.]. ,

















Vx ( 1, 1,E1e- ,t
-IzQX , 1, t 't q't b.2A qb.2AArea x Qx = Ax I qment -
"::
. _.. _.- I
A 8.166 -' 90.0 - 734.940 " 2.536 !, 2.536 67.4.5u 0.081 832.765 2111.5 657hoO 16 668B 20.825 -135.0 -2811.375 9.698 12.234 22.500 1.548 14.535 17708 104~j9 1 2831 34.831 -112.5 -3918.488 13.518' 25.752 22.500 1.548 14.535 374.3 104)9 2 7012 34.831 - 90.0 -3134.790 10.815 36.567 22.500 1.548 14.535 531.5 104.9 3 8363 340831 - 67.5 -2351.093 8.112' 44.679 22.500 1.548 14.535 649.4 104.9 4 687C 41.571 - 45.0 -1870.695 6.452 ': 51.131 22.500 1.548 14.535 743.4 104.9 5 3644 34.831 - 22.5 - 783.698 2.703 53.833 22.)00 1.548 14.535 782.5 104.9 . ·5 6475 34.831' 0 0 0 53.833 22,.500 1.548 14..535 782.5 10h.9 5 6u76 34.831 22.5 783.698 - 2.703 51.131 22.500 1.548 14.535 743.2 104.9 ) 364D 41.511 45.0 1870.695 - 6.452 44.679 22.500 1.548 14.535 649.4 104.9 4 687 ~7 34.831 67 •. 5 2351 •. 093 - 8.112 36.567 22.500 1. SL~8 14.535 531.5 104.9 3 8368 34.831 90.0 -3134.790 -10.815 27.752 22.500 1.548 14.535 374.3 104.9 2 7019 34.831 112.5 3918.488 -13.518 12.234 22.500 1.548 14.535 177.. 8 104.9 1 283E 200825 135.0 -2811.375 C? 9.698 20536 670454 . 081 832.765 2111,.5 6574.0 16 668F 8 0166 90 00 734.940 ~ 2 0536 o. 22 0500 0125 180.0 0 1025.7 02.813 67.5 189.878 •655
.125 180.0 '" 11709 Id25.7 ". .67210 '" 0655 22,,500 ---11 20813 45.0 126 0585 '" ,,437
- 1.092 22.500 .125 180 00 '" 19605 102507 =1 12012 2 0813 22.5 63,,293
-
. 0218
- 1.310 22 .. 500 .125 180.0 '" 235.8 1025.7 -I 344:
-I 344
G 11.603 0 .. 0 0 ..
'" 1.310 22 050'0 .125 180 00 - 235.8 1025.713 2.813 - 22 oS'
-
63.29 ~ . 0218,
, '- 1.092 22.500 .125 180,,0 '" 19605 1025.7 -1 12014 i.813 '" '45.0 - 126,,585 .437 I
.125 180 00 '" 117.9 10250-7 672- .655 22 .. 500 -IS 2.813
- 67.5 - 189.878 .651 i 0125 18000" 0 1025.7 00 22.500





TABLE 8 ~ SUMMARY OF SPECIFICATION SHEAR FLOWS
.,. • ,
Without Slab With· Slab
Unit Dead Unit ' Solutions Live Load Plus Impact Maximum Eccentric Loadin~
Element Solution we~ht Vz=lO 000 T=lxl06 Vt=81 000 T=0.972xl06 Total Vz=81 000 T=5.832xl06 TotalVz=10 000 Vz=5 000 lb. in-lb. lb. . In-lb. q lb. In-1b. qlb. lb. qz qT 8.1 x qz 0.972 x qT 8.1 x qz 5.832 x qT
A-B 35.824 197.03 31.180 36.922 252.6 35.9 288.5 252.6 215.3 467.9
B-1 13.057 71.81 21.730 36.922 176.0 35.9 211.9 176.0 215.3 391.3
1-2 3.452 18.99 5.887 36.922 47.7 35.9 83.6 47.7 215.3 263.0
2-3 - 6.153 - 33.85 - 9.927 36.922 '- 80.4 35.9 - 44.5 - 80.4 215.3 134.9
3-C -15.759 - 86.67 -250740 36.922 -20805 35.9 -172 06 -208.5 215.3 6,8
C-4 14.408 79.24 230720 58.392 192.1 56.8 248.9 192.1 340.5 532.6
4-5 40803 26.41 7.907 58.392 64.0 56.8 120.8 64.0 340.5 404.5
5-6 - 4.803 -'26.42 - 7.907 58.392 - 64.0 5608 - 7.2 - 64.0 340.5 276.5
6-D -14.408 - 79.24 -230720 58.392 -192.1 56.8 -135.3 =192.1 340.5 148.4·
D-7 15.759 86.67 25.740 36.922 -208.5 35.9 -172.6 -208.5 215.3 6.8
7-8 6.153 33.83 9.927 36.922 80.4 35.9 116.3 80.4 21503 29507
8-9 - 3.452 - 18099 - 5.887 36.922 - 47.7 35.9 - 11.8 - 47.7 " 215.3 167.6
9-E -130057 - 71.81 =21.730 36.922 -176.0 3509 =140 01 -176.0 215.3 39.3
E-F -350824 -197~03 -31. 180 36.922 -252.6 3509 =216.7 -252.6 215.3 -37.3
F-I0 -29.241 -160.83 -250953 44.440 =210 02 43.2 -167 00 =210.2 259 02 49.0
10-11 -150293 - 84012 -13.462 44.440 -109 00 4302 - 6508 -109 00 259 02 150.2
11-12
- 10343 = 7.40 - d970 440440 = 7.9 43 02 35 02 - . 709 25902 251.3
12-G 12.605 69032 11.522 44.440 9303 43 02 136.5 9303 259 02 352.5
G-13 -12 0605 - 69.33 =11.522 440440 - 9303 43.2 - 50.1 - 93.3 259 02 165.9
B-14 10343 7.39 0970 44.440 709 4302 51.1 709 259 02 267.1
14-15 150293 84010 13.462 44.440 10900 43 02 152 02 109.0 259 02 368.2
IS-A 29 0241 160.84 250953 44.440 210 02 43.2 253 02 210.2 259.2 469.1+
Web~ AC 33.911 186.51 31.049 7.518 25105 703 25808 251.5 43.8 295.3 rCG 41 0373 227055 37 0284 130952 30200 13.6 315.6 302.0 8104 383.4
GD 41.373 227055 37.284 -130952 302 00 -13.6 28804 302.0 -8104 220.6










TABLE 9 - PREDICTED SHEAR STRESSES FOR DEAD WEIGHT AND SPECIFICATION LOADING
..
- . - -. - - . Shear Stresses (PS i. )Shear Flows (lb/in.)
Element Thickness Dead" Live Load Eccertric Dead Weight Dead Weight( in. ) Weight & Impact Loading + Live Load + Eccentric
.'
+ Impact Loading
A-B 0.081 197.0 288.5 467.9 5994 8209
B-.l 1.·55 71.,8 211.9 391.3 183 299
1-2 1.55 19.0 83.6 263.0 66 182
2-3 1.55 - 33.9 - 44.5 134.9 - 51 65
3-C 1.55 - 86.7 -172.6. 6.8 - 167 52
C-4 1.55 79.2 248.9 532.6 212 395
4-5 1.55 26.4 120.9 404.5 95 278
5-6 1.55 - 26.4 - 7.2 276.5 - 22 161
6-D 1.55 - 79.2 -135.3 148.4 - 138 45
D-7 1.55 86 ..7 -172.6 6.8 - 55 60
7-8 1.55 33.8 116.3 295.7 97 213
8-9 .1.55 - 19.0 - 11.8 167.6 20 96
9-E 1.55 -." 71.8 -140.1 39.3 137 - 21
E-F 0.081 -197.0 -216.7 -37.3 -5107 - 151
F-I0 .125 -160.8 -167.0 49.0 -2622 -1678
10-11 .125 - 84.1 - 65.8 150.2 -1200 53
11-12 .125
- 7.4 35.2 251.3 222 1951
12-G .125 69.3 ' 136.5 352.5 ' 1646 3374
G-13 .125 - 69.3 - 50.1 165.9 - 955 77
13-14 0125 7.4 51 01 267.1 468 22-
14-15 .125 84 01 152.2 368.2 1890 3618
15-A .125 160.8 253~2 469.4 3312 5042
Web AC .081 186.5 258.8 295.3 5498 5948
CG .081 22706 31506 383.4 6706 7543
GD .081 227.6 28804 220.6 6370 5533
DF .081 18605 244.2 207.7 5317 4867










AveragedApplied Bending Moment ShEfar Web Shear TensileLoad Strains '. £









.. .. FE 780 "
4 37.7 21.8 ! 145.3 AB 1152 1459 1.73 Dead weight increment,.. AC 1120 plus "applied jack load
GC 1328 at ~.GD 1322 Maximum for Test 17.
FD 1100 . -
-. FE 1160 "
6 27.4 . 18.2 121.1 AB 1324 1097 1.51 Additional dead weight
AC 1203 placed on .span
GC 1~82GD 102
FD 11~~FE 130
11 . 63.5 36.2 24108 AB 2031 2415 3.29 Dead weight,
AC 1814 plus jack load.
GC 2100 Elastic buckling
GD 2109 of outer webs visible
FD i~£~ at end supports..
- .. FE
13 430·8 29.3 190 00 AB 1908 1745 2.45 Additional dead weight
AC 2102 placed on deck
GC 2312
GD 2258
FD 1948FE 18 8' -- .-
.








TABLE 10- Summary of Destruction Test Results (Concluded)
,,- .. _'" .
-
ApplIed -,- "Web Shear AT{ei-age ' Averaged ,Load Bending Moment Shear Strains Tensile Deflect- ' RemarksIncrement ~r . Strafus i.pn-
.. .,' ",
18 7401 ;-44;,8' 293'.5 3084 3~5l Dead weight~ .',plu:s -jac_k load.
Add it lonal,' b\i'ckling at
" "
.. end frames
20 85.1 4909 328.0 3802 3.87 Dead weight, plus, jack load •
.Permanent bucklirigat"
"
.. .. end frames very pronoUnced'
21 100.2 57.5 378.8 Maximum applied- loa-d· he-ld ",
"
f'or 10 minute s~' and,then
" ' .. jack Toad released
23 91.) 53.0 348.8 Attempt to re load bridge'
Failure caused a sudden.and complete
collapse at this load
, , -. _.
" --
_ ....
- - -. -. - - ..
. . . - .
~ngremerit .
NOTES: During'the"loading after Load Increment 18, the following signs of failure
were noted: ' -
(1) Web buckles _at the·,supportswere now permanent. ,and visible on all webs
(2) Horizontal cracks appeared between the 'concrete deck and aluminum structure
at the cornersof-'the,bridge
(3) Relative movementbetweEm'the Concrete-and aluminuin at the ends'of the deck
wa~ measurable-arid v iSJ.l;ne '. ,The concreteext'Em,ded past'the webs of til,e
aluminum extrusion b-yO.0153 in. 'at th;e east erid and 0.0210 in. at the
- "'west end under-Load Increment' 20, .














Dead Load :Desim Load
Maximum Moment (in=lb)"

















Te s t Load ing
Concentric
Predicted' Measured
10 313 000 10 313 000










































































-,- -Dead Load AASIiO Spec.
Test Loading IPredicted Actual Live + Impact
(Based on .. (Based on- Loadin~ Eccentric
183 • 3 Ib/ in. ) 173 Ib/in.) Predicted Predicted Measured
..-
Maximum Moment ( in-lb. ) 8 250 000 7 786 000 10 313 000 12 890 000 12 890 000
Maximum Shear ( lb. ) 55 000 51 910 81 000 43 200 43 200
Torsional Moment (in-lb. ) 0 0 5'832 000 6 220 000 6 220 000
. -
Tensile Stresses~'
B-ott om Longitudinal Members
A ~ 6 312
G 3 Q91. 3 861 5 750
F 4 188
Compressive Stresses~
Top Longitudinal Members 4 347 4 102 0 0 0
Compressive Stresses~
Concrete Deck Surface 446
Shear Stresses~
Webs: AB 2 432 2 295 5 777 3 080 3 302
AC 2 303 2 174 3 646 1 944 1 890
GC 2 809 2 651 4 733 2 525 2642
GD 2 809 2 651 2 723 1 453 1 290
FD 2 303 2 174 2 564 1 367 1 498
















Specimen Weight Height Ultimate Density Ultimate
Number '(Ib. ) (in. ) Load (pcf. ) Stress( lb. ) (psL)
4 22.1 12 107 500 112.5 3800
'.1:l 10 20.2 12 75 000 '102.8 2650~
, as til:
"O~ l2 21.0 12 94 500 106.9 33401(1)r-i~
r-i+3
rJ.l 14 21.6 12 76 500 109.9 2700
1 21.1 11-15/16 115 000 107.9 4060
2 21.2 12 115 000 107.9 4400
3 22.•2 ' 12 136 500 113.0 4820
.1:l
+3 5 21.1 11-13/16 114 000 109.1 4030bO
~
Q)
6 20.8 7/8M 11- 110 000 107.0 3900
+3
rJ.l
~ 7 20.9 11- 7/8 . 121 000 107.5 4300
as
"0 8 20.8 12 118 000 105.8 4200I
co
C\J
20.89 12 III 000 105.8 3900
11 20.8 11-13/16 112 500 107.5 3960
13 21.8 11- 7/8 112 000 112.1 3960
' .
...
NOTE: All cylinders had a diameter of 6 in.,
. .
with cross-sectional area equal to 28.3 sq in .







-TABLE 13 - SUMMARY -OF TENSILE TESTS OF 606l-T6 ALUMINUM ALLOY SPECIMENS
.... _.- .-
MOQulU:s of Yield Ultimate
Specimen Number Width Thickness Elasticity Strength Strength
and ·Location (in. ) (in. )
.( 106 psi.) (psi. ) (psi.)
··l Bottom Longitudinal 1.49 O~192 900 36 7·00 ·41 500A-l -E~tr~ded T-Section,
B-+ ... ~ South Edge 1.49 .195 10 01 36 200 40 500
-
.' ~._~) Extruded Angle'EndA-2 Stiffener _. Bottom 1.50 \ ·.163 9.7 37 700 41 500B-2 ,., P~ate (AG~East End 1.49 .163 10.0 37 700 41 600..
A-J' .', Bottom Sheet (AG) 1.49 .. .131 1000 37 700 41 600
B-'c3·) East End L49 .130 1003 . 37 900 41 900
A-4· . Extruded Channel L49 .190 10.3 39 900 42 700of East End FrameB..,4 (Wec GC) L49 .190 10.1 38 700 42 500
A-.5· .: Diagonal Web (EF)
L50 0080 10.1 40 800 44 500Sheet·, Near





•TABLE 14 ,- DATA FROM" TESTS 6N & 6D









.. , Load Recorded Total Successive A,verage - or','
(kips) Strain Readings (Reading Dif fe I'-- Corrected ...(micro in/in.)
- Zero) ences Strain
zero 18 115 ,
I
105 10520 18 280 . I 108i
0 18 110 - C; -110
40 18 380 205 210 212
0 18 165 - 10 =21S
l2; 60 18 490 31S 32S 328
~
- If?
+l 0 18 160 -330
17l
uoSQ) 15 18 56S 390 4058
~O 18 160 - 15 -uoS
90 18 630 4S5 u70 47S
I-- 0: 18 150 - 2S -480
103.5 18 110 53S 560 560
·0 18 150 - 2S -f?60
20 18 270 95 110 105
0 18 170 - 5 -100
40 18 405 230 235 218
,'",
0 18 205 "30 -200
.'
3uf?0 60 18 550 315 325~
+l 0 18 245 10 -305
17l "...
Q)
15 (18 610 495 425 4008
0 18 295 120 -31S
90 18 190 615 u9S 492
0 "i' 18 300 125 -u90
,1(/'
70C; C;80103.5 18 880 510;','






FIG. I PREASSEMBLY OF BRIDGE COMPONENTS BEFORE SHIPMENT
FIG.2 BRIDGE SUBASSEMBLIES LOADED FOR SHIPMENT
. .







































MEMBER G MEMBERS A and F























. . .' . .








NINE INCH CANTILEVERED EDGE
FIG.7 REINFORCING STEEL IN PLACE ON DECK
FIG.9 STEEL SLABS PLACED ON BRIDGE DECK
FOR DESTRUCTION TEST
i

















FIG. 10 END FRAME MEMBER AC WITH SR-4
ELECTRICAL STRAIN GAGES IN PLACE
FIG.14 SLIP GAGE AND TRANSDUCER
USED FOR DYNAMIC DEFLECTION MEASUREMENTS
'"
G
~ ,A 4 U .' F I
- HOrizontal Members lnter - Line Frame
I
I
Diagonal Members C~nter Lane Frame





























•f'Anter 0" ---va II ~-~-~ _.
Whittemore Gage Centerline
'Points ' End Supports
I I I'
E -- -;;-: --~- - -+--- ---- ---l'----------------'
Bearln;rtl,,U I' ,.~~~ . .
F ... -----,.---"roW----- - ----rct ------- - ----.!!





B ..;.---~~--- ---------- ~--------------
..
Station Numbers 25 23 12+6' o
(Free End)
W- Whittemore Gage Points on Deck Surface
S - Strainometer ot Mid-Height of Deck































ELEMENT AREAS USED IN COMPUTATION OF SECTION PROPERTIES
WITHOUT SLAB (sa. In.) CHANGES WITH SLAB (sa.ln.)
Element ~truslons Skm Web Total Element Siun Slab Total
A(F) 5.760 1.406 . LOO 8.166
G 7.790 2.813 1.00 11.603
B(E) 3.410 0.911 4.321 3.410 0.911 16.504 20.825
C(D) 6.740 1.823 8.563 6.740 1.823 33.008 41.571
1-9 1.823 1.823 1.823 33.008 34.831
10-15 2.813 2.813
Note: Elements ore 22~-lnches center to center horizontally
and 45~mches center to center vertically.





38.424 h f . 69. 42. 38.424
c ""'~i~·
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UNIT SOLUTION FOR T=lx106 IN. LBS.
FIG~ 16 UNIT SHEAR SOLUTIONS FOR BRIDGE· WITHOUT
DECK"
nS.l· -100
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UNIT SHEAR SOLUTION FOR Vz=10,000 LBS.
THROUGH CENTROID OF CROSS SECTION
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UNIT SHEAR SOLUTION FOR Vx=~O,OOO LBS..,
THROUGH CENTROID OF CROSS SECTION
........,
36.922 -. 58.392....... 36.922
""'4 44.440 ...... 44.440
UNIT SHEAR SOLUTION FOR T = I x106 IN. LBS.
FIG. 17 UNIT SHEAR SOLUTIONS FOR BRIDGE WITH DECK
215.1 -1(',1
0') to '1"- ~ ~ ~
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LIVE LOAD PLUS IMPACT SHEARS .
Vz D 81,OOO LBS. AND T=O.912xI06 ,IN. LBS. ACTING ON BRIDGE WITH SLAB
J
•
ttl en "'= (0ll)






LIVE LOAD' OVERLOAD SHEARS
Vz a 8l.000 LBS. AND T=5.832.xI06 IN. LBS. ACTING ON BRIDGE WITH SLAB








LIVE LOAD PLUS IMPACT LOADING
Vz =81,000 LBS - ECCENTRICITY = I FOOT
s"'"
I
A I A 7 E
5777 3646 4733 j 2723 2564 460
~. .Y0 .?f:. 0
lO (0
...... 0 (\JlO ~ ~ (\J (\J O' (\J
...... en ~ ex> 0 mrt') (\J C\i _ (\J (\J (\J
LIVE LOAD OVERLOAD
Vz =81,000 LBS - ECCENTRICITY = 6 FEET












a. Theoretical Loading . b. Design Loading
FIG. 20 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND DESIGN LOADING s




















.t 1t4.5Kf. ,. 1 t34.5K
Test loading for










FIG. 21 COMPARISON OF SPECIFICATION AND TEST VALUES
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CONCENTRIC LOADING-IOO% MLL AT CENTER LINE. Vz = 34,500 LBS.
~










MAXIMUM ECCENTRIC LOADING-I2.5'o MLL AT CENTER LINE
Vz=43,2.00 LBS. AND T=3Jlx106 IN. LBS. .
FIG. 22 PREDICTED SHEAR FLOWS FOR TEST LOADING
-105
Cente Line






L&J Slidi.ng Bearingsto- a.
z 40w 0 Test I(..)
-..! • 3~ 20 II 6N~ A 60
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DEFLECTION. (inches)
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~ 20 Roller Bearings .0 Tests
....








FIG.24 ECCENTRIC STATIC LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVES
COMPRESSIVE STRESSES (psi) -108














-J~ 20 t---~F_-t__--t---_/_-__+__--+-Sliding Bearings
o .Tests I, 3, 6N, 60
t;
Q. 0 1L.-_---.l..-__l.--_--L.__.l..-.-_----l-__~_---l- ~_--1 I
o 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225









E Station 23-Cross Section
COMPRESSIVE STRESSES (psi)
75 150 225' 300 375 450 525 600 675
ed abc
Roller Bearings
Tests 8bj 10, 12. 16
25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225
COMPRESSIVE STRAINS (microinches linch)
FIG. 25 CONCENTRIC LOAD-STRAIN CURVE FOR POINTS ON THE DECK






















o 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225
COMPRESSIVE STRAINS (microinches/ inch)







Tests 13 Be 15
c e dba
COMPRESSIVE STRESSES ( psi)

















COMPRESSIVE STRAINS (microinches I inch)
FIG.26 ECCENTRIC LOAD-STRAIN CURVE FOR POINTS ON THE DECK.
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- - - Eccentric
f1G.27 LOAD-STRAIN CURVE FOR STRAINOMETERS IN DECK
I I
.. ,
Quarter Point Center Line
I.+. II / ~











'" -v0 0 Sliding Bearings
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Tests
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I 0 V p Roller BearingsTests
V o 8b B12-e 10 AI6I I
-25 o 25 50 75 100, 125
STRAIN (microinch es linch)
150 175
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- /' Sliding Bearings
0 / 0 Tests
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50 75 100 . 125 150 175 200 225
~: .
STRAIN (microinches linch)




25 50. 75 100 125 150
STRAIN (microinches linch)
STRESS (psi)
250 500· 750 1000 1250o
o
Quarte~ Point C I.enter line
•• ~I, . ~/V
~\~ V -/( ·0
10 v- ~0 /
\. 0 /" Sliding BearingsTests'::>
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1/v o 8b 1iJ112-• 10 AI6I I
-250 0
140
25o-25 50 '.' 75 . 100 125 150 175 200 225
STRAIN (microinches linch)
FIG.30 CONCENTRIC. LOAD-STRAIN CURVE FOR ,LONGITUDINAL MEMBER 0












- ~~ .. Sliding Bearings0 Tests·
.-
-_../ 01 .SN--....7 ~ 83 ASD,. I I
STRESS (psi) -114
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. ( V Roller BearingsTests









25 50 . 75 100 125· 150
STRAIN (microinches I inch)















25 50 75 100 125
STRAIN (microinches linch)
25 50 75 100 125
STRAIN (microinches linch)
, FY4 . R~=4 FY4 ,S<:ZC_LfJE
A G F
CROSS SECTION OF BRIDGE
STRESS (psi)
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~f? 20 t-----+HI---..~--+---+__---I---_f_Roller Bearings
&. Tests 8b. 10. 12. 16
STRESS (psi)
_ -250 0 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000
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-J~ 20 t---\--It+------79f#"---+---+___-_+_--_\__ Sliding Bearings
o Tests I. 3. 6N. 6D
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'/ ~v Sliding Bearings
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'jI / Roller BearingsTests 13 a 15






ISO 200 250 300 350 400 450
STRAIN (microinches linch)
fIG·.33 COMPARISON OF STRAINS IN TOP LONGITUDINAL MEMBERS
UNDER ECCENTRIC LOADING
STRESS (psi)








































150 100 50 0 -50
STRAIN (microinches / inch)
Notes: Main longitudinal members gaged at Station 25
Deck Surface gaged at Station 23
Vertical distance between gages was 9 i~.
- Applied load at transverse center line=69,000 Ibs.
---Concentric
'- - - Eccentric
'~''''-~''''~.=.'.'''~'r---',,~ _.~~.
-,-
? I I :I .
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FIG. 37 CONCENTRIC LOAD-STRAIN CURVE FOR LONGITUDINAL MEMBER F
-121
. STRESS (psi)












...J~ 20 t--'f-+~7L_.,..---f,-------_+_---+--+-----I--Sliding Bearings
~ .Tests I, 3, 6N, 60
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Tests 8b, 10, 12, 16
Measured
- - - Predicted
Center LineQuarter PQint
P!4 R~Y4I P(4 P(4'B<::r~0f
. A G F .
CROSS SECTION OF BRIDGE
STRESS (psi)
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000
100' 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
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- - - Quarter Point
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
STRAIN (mlcroinches I inch)
STRESS (psi)



























Tests 13 a 15
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Tests 8b, 10, 12,16



















f'IG.4i ECCENTRIC LOAD-STRAIN CURVES FOR INDIVIDUAL GAGES
OF BOTTOM SHEET ROSETTES
Diagonall V~rtical Horizontal
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"-Roller Bearings ~ /Tests o· ;;~08b 1112
810 AI6 ~VI I
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STRAIN (microinches linch)
F~G. 42 CONCENTRIC LOAD-STRAIN CURVE FOR 'INDIVIDUAL GAGES OF
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Roller Beo,rings ~ oj, ITests I " f\-..
o 8b 812 .~I.'10 AI6
-300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 0
STRAIN (microinches linch)
50 100 150
FiG. 43 CONCENTRIC LOAD-STRAIN CURVE FOR INDIVIDUAL GAGES OF
ROSETTE ON WEB AC
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Roller Bearings ~ °7Tests~o8b II 12
010 A 16 ~VI . I
-350 -300 -250 -200 . -150 -100 -50 0 50
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100 150 .20(
FIG. 44 CONCENTRIC LOAD-STRAIN CURVE FOR INDIVIDUAL GAGES OF
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.- O'8b 1112 ~IIe 10 AI6I I
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FIG~45 CONCENTRIC LOAD-STRAIN CURVE FOR INDIVIDUAL GAGES OF
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FIG. 46 CONCENTRIC LOAD-STRAIN CURVE FOR INDIVIDUAL GAGES OF
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Strain gage readings for test 4 were scattered. .









.. " GAGE" ORIENTATION
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o Test Points
o Neutral axis location for section through web










































































-100 0 100 200 300 400 -100 0 100 200 300 400 .
. STRAIN (microinches linch)
Gage at "0" height located on b'tam longitudinal member 'B~E
Loads: Moment=IO,300,OOO inch..;pounds "
. .'
Shear =69,000 pounds .CROSS SECTION











PREDICTED SHEA~ STRESSES (psi 1 Vz = 34,500 Ib~~I
\
;
B,\ A I /D'\ ~
1555 1344 1574 I 1555 1298 . 1467 .
~. . "".!/. . V
1014 952~ 868 960'





COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED










en 0 0 f'. 0




PREDICTED SHEAR STRESSES (psi)
(Vz=43.200 and T = 3.11 X 106 in-Ib)
3302 .1890 2642 I 1290 1498 695
Vo .V. .V
1613 I~IO~ 1229 837
MEASURED SHEAR STRESSES (psi)
(Scale '1/40) ( G= 3.84 x 106 psi)
•
FIG. 51. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED· AND· MEASURED





I inch=30 inches for lengths
Applied Load=69 Kips at Center Line
:cales: I unit=200 microinches linch for strains I i
o units I .
FIG. 52 STRAIN DISTRIBUTION IN CENTER LINE FRAME
( + ) -Tension



























































































































LOCATION OF GAGES 'ON FRAME DIAGONALS
Cross Sections Token Along Length At







FiG" 53 STfMJN D!S'TRIBUTION IN D!AGONAL MEMBERS Of END FRAME
..
275.1
Predicted Natural Frequency=400 cycles per minute
Chart Speed=25 millimeters per second
-137
Trial I
N~tural Frequency =32.9 cycles per minute
Trial 2.
.Natur·oi Frequency =329 cycles per minute·
;'
Trial 3
Natural Frequency=336 cycles per. minute
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©1. Center Line Deflection 0
~ .Quarter Point Deflection 0
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Tests I, 3 6N•
•374·364




FIG. 56 COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED.·
DEFLECTIONS FOR AN APPLIED CENTER LINE LOAD
OF 69,000 LBS.
...
FIG. 57 OVERALL VIEW OF SPAN AFTER FAILURE
FIG. 58
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Note: 0 0 Load, and Unload' Sequence
e--~~ Zero Change ·(Temperature Only)
.' a-b Total Strain .Increment' .
a-cAverage Zero Change'
, . . .
FIG. 59 TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON MEMBER' AAT CENTER
, . ' . .
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F·~G. 60 TEMPERATURE CORRECTED STRAINS FOR MEMBER At








Gage on Web AS at























~cale: I unit =50 microinches/inch
E=Strain
"a=Shear Strain .
FIG.6J SAMPLE MOHR'S C;RCLE ~OLUTgON FOR RECTANGULAR {45;!:?} STRAJN ~~OSErTE DATA
" .
